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Director's R eview

* McCulloch JSG

(1972) EOS Trans-
actions, American Geo-
physical Union 53(7)

PP 741-3

Four years ago, in an article entitled 'Hydrology and

Government in the UK't I wrote "hydrology as the

scicncc of water would appear to bc well placed to

adapt to Lord Rothschild's customer-contractor prin-

ciple" (essentially, "Lct those who need the research

pay for it"). I continued: "It would therefore be

futile to dispute the concept that applied rcscarch

undertaken by research councils should be funded by

the appropriate government department. Of greater

relevance is thc examination of the NERC'S programme

for hydrology in thc light of Rothschild's definition

of contractable R and D projects."

In the event, the Rothschild philosophy was applied

with funds transferred in increasing proportions, up

to a maximum of about 35% in the financial years,

1973-74, 1974-75, 1975-76. It is with much of this

transition period that this rcport of research is con-

cerned. As predicted, the viability of the Institute of

Hydrology has been proven to the extent that in

1975-76, 56% of the annual budget of the Institute

is derived from sources outside NERC. Of course,

satisfaction of the requirements of customer-oriented

research projects has necessitated a substantial re-

organisation of thc administrative structure of govern-

ment. Major customers have been required to set up

Chief Scientist organisations and series of committees

to evaluate research requirements in the first instance,

or to make subsequent progress reviews of projects

which have been commissioned. From the viewpoint

of the Institute which undertakes the work on behalf

of the contractor, NERC, substantial effort has bccn

necessary in dividing up a carefully balanced pro-

gramme into a series of projects for individual financ-

ing by thc Department of the Environment, by the

Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, and by

the Ministry of Overseas Development. A costing



system acceptable to the departmental customers has
been institutcd. Apart from the time of senior staff
involved in preparing presentations to senior depart-
mental representatives, submissions for research re-
quirements committees, and rcports to research
review committees, 2 additional clerical staff in a total

complement of 123 have been necessary. It would be
less than honest to claim that the imposition of the
additional layers of bureaucracy consequent upon the
implementation of thc Rothschild philosophy have -

not adversely affected the, coherence of thc research -

programme or interrupted the scientific efforts of
the staff. Rothschild's ambition of fewer committees
and fewer staff in the headquarters of the various
research councils has certainly proved illusory;
nevertheless, at working level, communications be-
tween researchers and staff of executive departments
have improved considerably, so that the timc lag
between the completion of an investigation at the
Institute and the application of the results in general
practice has been reduced.

This conclusion is well demonstrated by the Flood

Study Report,* published in February 1975. This
pre-Rothschild project could have been contractable
to potential uscrs but was in fact funded directly by
tbc Science Votc, through the NERC grant-in-aid from

the Department of Education and Science. Publica-
tion was followed by publication of an Institution of
Civil Engineers report on Reservoir Flood Standards.
It may well be that many consulting engineers are'
recalculating the hydrological boundary conditions
for the reservoirs for which thcy wcrc responsible in
the light of thc Flood Studies Rep9rt and the new
ICE standards. At a two-day Floods Symposium at
ICE the various contributions to the report wcrc dis-
cussed; further mcttings in Edinburgh and Belfast
stimulated the interest of the engineering profession
and at times led to controversy. The National Water

Council has already.held two Seminars for potential
users both in thc water industry and in various con-
sulting organisations. Proposals are well advanced
for a much condensed and abbreviated form of the
publication to complement rathcr than substitute
for thc full report.

* Flood Studies Report.
Five volumes. Published
by XERC. at [40.00



This report of the work of the Institute covers the

two financial years, 1974-75 and 1975-76. While it was

tempting and would undoubtedly have been easier to

make statements of progress on each of the 40 distinct

projects which comprise the Institute's programme,

the presentation is of an integrated programme with

major emphasis on projects which are reaching

maturity. One of the major areas of work and of

scientific advance is the intensive study of evapora-

tion processes within a forest canopy. These studies

have been undertaken in Thetford Forest since 1967

and arc now in their final phase; thc 1976 summer

season is to be thc last experimental season at this

site. It is timely therefore to review the progress of

the experiment and to indicate how the scope and

objectives have evolved during the last eight years.

The predominant role of interception of rainwater by

vegetation has at last been fully evaluated and

appreciated. The diversity of published results of

comparison of water use of forest versus grassland in

diflerent climatic environments can now be inter-

preted.

Staff of the Institute have been working for many

years on an onm-funded project on the hydrological

effects of land use changes in East Africa. The main

aim of the project is the analysis of relatively long

runs of data from a series of catchment studies

initiated in the late 19505. To this end, more sensitive

equipment for the measurement of streamflow, soil

moisture and the meteorological variables which con-

trol evaporation were installed in 1970-72, alongside

the existing equipment, to assist in identifying sources

of systematic error. Concurrently with this field work,

some 130 catchment years of records of rainfall,

streamflow, evaporation and soil moisture have been

mounted on computer magnetic tape for quality

control and subsequent analysis and mathematical

modelling. Two short-term process studies on the

watcr use by tea plantations were initiated in recent

years, one using the zero flux plane soil moisture

measurement approach and the other an energy

balance approach in which sensible heat flux was

measured using the 'Fluxatron' equipment as well

as net radiation and soil heat flux. The analysis of all
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thc data is now well advanced and publication of the

results is expected at thc end of 1976.

One measure of the scientific effectiveness of a

research organisation is thc publications of its staff;

those produced by the Institute during the period

covered by this report arc listed with brief abstracts

on pages 87—loo. In addition to papers in the scien-

tine journals, there is a series of Institute of Hydrology

Reports. This series acts as a particularly useful

vehicle for communication of programmes, techniques

and analyses often involving considerable amounts

of data, in grcatcr detail than would be practical in

periodicals. A ncw venture in such dissemination of

information has been the issue of a national catalogue

of all known recording raingauges prepared in con-

junction with the Meteorological Office and Dr P

Kclway of Birmingham University (now with the

Northumbrian Water Authority). This computerised

list gives information on location, operating authority,

dates of operation, microfilm and data availability.

With the co-operation of all who operate such gauges,

we shall be able to keep the master catalogue fully

up to date and be able to bring out revised editions

as required.

J S G McCulloch

Director
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Hydrological Systems

Work at the Institute on hydrological systems falls

under three headings:

a the development of rainfall/runoff models for

test using data collected from the Institute's research

catchments and others;

b the development of statistical and operational

research methods for

estimating the frequencies of extreme hydrologi-

cal events by Monte Carlo simulation ('synthetic

streamflow generation') and

assessing thc adequacy of instrument networks

providing mean areal estimates;

c the management of catchment studies in order

to provide data for research purposcs on precipitation,

soil moisture, meteorological variables and streamflow.

The Hydrological Systems group therefore occupies

an intermediate position between the Process Studies

group on the one hand, and the Applied Hydrology

group on the other : the Institute's studies of hydro-

logical processes investigate in detail the physical

principles by which water changes phase and position

in its course from precipitation to runoff, and the

work of the Systems group is to integrate process study

results into a unified mathematical-physical descrip-

tion of river basin behaviour (or 'model') for use by

the Applied Hydrology group and others. Further-

more, because rainfall-runoff Models serve a number

of different purposes ranging from filling in gaps in a

streamflow record to predicting the likely effect on a

streamflow regime of a change in land use, a range

of models is required depending upon the type,

quality and quantity of data available for estimating

whatever constants they contain, so that this range

may include both thc crudely empirical and the

physically sophisticated.
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The development of rainfall-runoff models

Lumped catchment models

In one type of river basin model called, somewhat un-

happily, 'lumped', the relation describing streamflow

(output) in terms of precipitation and meteorological

variables (input) takes no account of any spatial

variability in the latter, or in the proccsscs by which

precipitation is converted to streamllow. The lumped

conceptual model of basin behaviour developed at the

Institute has been described at length in earlier re-

ports, and it is sufficient here to say that the basin is

assumed to function as a vertical stack of reservoirs

with simple rules governing the transfer of water from

one to thc next, or back to the atmosphere as evapora-

tion. Given a continuous sircamilow record and a

contemporaneous record of precipitation and of

meteorological data combined to give Penman's

estimate of open water evaporation, /4, the constants

in thc model arc estimated by least squares: that is,

using a curve-fitting procedure, albeit one for which

the curve bears some resemblance to the physical

reality. Such models are highly suitable for 'filling

gaps in streamflow records and for short-term stream-

flow forecasting; however, thcir application is critic-

ally _dependent upon thc existence of a gauging

structure in the basin, and if none is present, alter-

native estimates of the model parameters using, for

example, multiple linear regressions on catchment

characteristics, may have very low precision.

Whilst a streamfiow record (basin output) is there-

fore highly desirable for tlm calibration of a lumped

model, situations arise (and may be expected to

become more frequent) where there is .more than one

output variable. On the Institute's research catchments

for example, soil moisture change AS is measured in

addition to precipitation P, streamflow Q, and the

meteorological variables from which E is calculated,

and AS may be regarded as an output variable in thc

sense that it is dependent upon precipitation input

and atmospheric evaporative demand. Similarly, on

the Severn catchment, throughfall and stemflow arc

measured at selected sites, and may be regarded as
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dependent upon P and 4; other cases arise also

where additional dependent variables describe the

quality or runoff water or its sediment content. Ex-

pressed formallY, the usual type of conceptual model

postulates a relation between Q, (the total streamflow

in the time interval (t — P „ ((he precipita-

tion and open-water evaporation in the same inter-

val) and parameters 0 of thc form

Q, =f (P „ P . . .; E0,„ E0, . . ; 0) +

where thc function f (.) is usually too complicated to

be writtcn down in an analytical way, and rules for

its calculation are expressed as a computer flow-

chart; the residual c, measures lack of fit. Where soil

moisture change pS, is also measured and regarded

as a second dependent variable, a similar expression

may be written:

QS, = g(P „ P . . .; E0,,, E0,, . . .;

where the parameter sets 0 in thc two axpressions arc

cithcr identical or have most elements in common.

Using this more general model, a project has been

undertaken which had as onc objective a study of the

usefulness of available soil moisture records for assist-

ing with model calibration (that is, estimation of the

0). Incorporation of soil moisture data in thc model

calibration procedure was achieved by generalizing

the commonly-used least-squares criteria to a likeli-

hood function, a generalization made at the expense

of introducing further assumptions regarding the

probability distribution of model residuals. Stream-

flow, soil moisture, precipitation and evaporation

sequences were uscd from two experimental catch-

ments: the Cain above Dernford Mill, and the Ray

at Grcndon Underwood.

The goodness of model fit was measured using thc

commonly-used quantity E defined by

E = too (F02 _ F12) /F02

where F02 is the sum of squared deviations of the

strcamfiow observations calculated about their arith-

metic mean, and F12 is the sum of squared deviations

of the observed streamflow values from thosc given

by the model. Thc efficiency E has an upper limit of

7



t00% when cach observed streamflow value is exactly
equal to the fitted value given by thc model; the

poorer the model fit, the greater the departure of 11;
from t00%. Its value was calculated for both the
streamflow sequence (E,,) and also for the soil mois-
ture sequence (E,); moreover, these values were
calculated for the cases (a) where the model cali-
bration used only the streamfiow data; (b) where it
also used the soil moisture data. Furthermore, sinte the
real tcst of a model is its usefulness for prediction, E,
and if. were calculated using data from a prediction
period which had not been used to assist thc model
calibration. Table r shows thc values obtained for E,
and E, calculated for both the Cam and Ray data
sequences; columns headed Ci, R1 show the values
of E., if , where model calibration used only thc
streamflow data, and those headed C2, R2 show the
values of E„, E, where soil moisture data were also
used. The columns headed C3, R3 show E., E, where

-

(i) Calibration period

Cl

Calibration period:
6 hourly records.

R1

E.: 962
. E,: 91.9
Calibration period

3 hourly records.

• C2 C3

Table 1. Efficiencies of

modelsfitted (1) using
streamflow record alone

( columns Ci, R ) ; ( )
using both streamflow and

soil moisture records

(columns C2, R2, C3,
R3).

E,: 775 77'5 74•3
E,: 68.5 70'3 80-5

January 1968–llecember 1969;

R2 R3
96.1 95.8

90.3 914
: May 1970–August 1971;

(ii)Prediction period

Ci C2 C3
E.: 61.4 61.4 476

784 80.5 77•4
Prediction period: January 1970–December 1971;
6 hourly record.

Ri R2 R3
Eg: 75'9 75.6 75-5
Es: 73'1 68.3 76.5
Predictionperiod :September197 –December1972 ;
3 hourly records.



streamflow, precipitation and /Er, were accumulated

over the intervals defined by thc dates on which soil

moisture was measured. (In columns 03, R3, there-

fore, there were equal, but small, numbers of observa-

tions on all variables; in columns CI, RI, 02, R2

precipitation, strcamllow and E, observations wcrc

far more frequent than those of soil moisture).

Table i shows that for thc Ray catchment thc

model efficiency as measured by both E, and.E, is

not greatly affected by the inclusion of soil moisture

data either in the calibration or prediction periods.

Results from the Cam catchment tend to be conflict-

ing, since inclusion of soil moisturc data is associated

with a considerable increase in Ei during the cali-

bration period but a considerable reduction in E,

during the prediction period. Some decrease in

efficiency was not unexpected for certain cases, since

the calculation performed for Table is analogous 'to

that where an improvement in precision is sought for

estimates of parameters describing a probability

distribution of annual maximum dischargc by corre-

lating thcsc annual maxima with others in a longer

record at a nearby gauging station. If thc correlation

between the two sequences is small, the estimates

obtained from the combined usc of the two series may

have poorer precision than those obtained using

data in thc shorter sequence alone. This 'dilution of

information' may also bc expected to occur in some

cases where information in a soil moisture sequence

is used in estimating model parameters in the stream-

flow model. Judged by Table I therefore, the fre-

quency of soil moisture measurement and its degree

of spatial replication was not sufficient to convey

significant improvement in precision of model para-

meters, or in model efficiency; nevertheless, the

technique may have value where soil moisture can

be measured more frequently and at morc sites,

possibly by automatic mcans. Figures i and 2 show

measured and calculated soil moisture values for the

Cam and Ray catchments respectively; values for

both the calibration and prediction period are shown.

A full account of the study has been published (J R

Douglas, R 1' Clarke and S G Newton: The use of

likelihood functions to fit conceptual models with
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more than one dependent variable. Journal of Hydro-

logy 29 (1976) p. 181-198).

A further application of thc likelihood function was

considered in which null hypotheses wcrc tcstcd con-

cerning the equality of model parameters in the

Plynlimon paired catchment study. Using a 13-para-

meter model for cach of the two major catchments

(the Wye catchment under pasture, and thc Severn

catchment largely under forest), likelihood-ratio tests

were uscd to test hypotheses that the parameters con-

trolling each process in the model were identical for

the two catchments. Statistical analysis showed that

whilst every model parameter for the Severn differed

significantly from its corresponding value for thc Wyc

—a result not unexpected in view of the large volume

of data used, 3664 3-hourly totals of precipitation,

SOIL

WATER

CONTENT.

IrnsnI

SOIL

WATER

CONTENT.

(m.m.1
700

650

603

CALIBRATION PERIOD 19613-59

— Measured soil moisture

soil moisture predicted by model CI

Soil moisture predicted by model C2

-- Soil moisture predicted by model C3

PREDICTION PERIOD 1970-71

Figure 1. A. Observed

andfitted soil moisture,

Cam catchment: 1968-69

B. Observedandpredicted

soil moisture, Cam catch-

ment: 1970-71
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_ Measured soil moisture

Soil moisture predicted by model R I end R3

Soil moisture PletliCted by model RI
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May 1970 —August 1971

700—

SOIL

WATER
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Intml

650 —

550 —

A

700 —

Figurc 2. A. Observed

andfitted soil moisture.

Ray cakhment, May

r970–August 197

13. Observedand predicted

soil moisture, Ray catch-

ment,September1971–

December 1972

PREDICTION PERIOD

Sept 1971 — December 1972

J FM AM JJASONDJFMAMJJA SONO

streamflow and 110, for each of the Wye and Severn

catchments—the largest differences were found be-,
tween parameters governing the interception proccss,
and the smallest differences between parameters
governing thc routing of runoff to thc catchment
outfall. This supports the results of other investiga-
tions suggesting that interception losses may well
constitute the major difference in the hydrological
behaviour of the two catchrncnts. A full account is
given in the paper referred to above.

Distributed catchment models
•

The conceptual modelling methods described in the
last scction require extensive sequences of precipita-
tion, streamllow and meteorological data. These are
available for the densely instrumented catchments at

SOIL

WATER

CONTENT

Irn.m.)

650

600

550
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Plynlimon; in the future, however, it is likely that the

Institute will be required to extrapolate results from

Plynlimon to basins with little or no instrumentation,

and to answer questions concerning the effects on thc

time distribution, quantity and quality of runoff, of

different vegetative types on basins with topography

and geology very different from those at Plynlimon.

In the absence of good hydrological records for

such a basin, onc approach is to describe its behaviour

in terms of physically-based differential equations

governing the movement of water through the soil

and over the basin surface; these xvill also include

parameters to be given numerical values, some of

which, it is hoped, can be estimated from inexpensive

field measurements in whatever basin is under study.

A model is therefore being developed for which

the Wye and Severn catchments have been divided

into about 25 areas, represented by 'slope elements'

or 'channel elements'. A slope clement, representing

part of a hillside, consists of a layer of soil of constant

thickness and homogeneous properties resting upon

an inclined impermeable stratum. Thc arca and

inclination of a slope element (which is rectangular)

are aiTanged to bc equal to the arca and average

slope of the hillside it represents. Channd elements

represent sections or the major streams and arc

straight with rectangular cross-scctions. The length

of a channel clement is the shortest distance between

. the upstream and downstream boundaries of thc

corresponding stream section, and its width the

average width of thc stream. The outflow from onc

element may bc used as inflow to another; thus the

output hydrograph may bc calculated for each ele-

ment in turn, and the last (channel) element gives thc

catchment h yd rogra ph.

It has been assumed that infiltration and through-

flow may be adequately described by the equation for

flow in a non-swelling porous medium

Thy air
at Zz

where tit is the hydrostatic pressure potential, /C(tp) is

the capillary conductivity, and C the specific moisture

capacity; z is the vertical co-ordinate. Hysteresis in

12



Figure 3. Increase in
lydrostatic pressure
potential at topand bottom
surfaces of a gently sloping
soil layer

the relation for K(v) is ignored because the emphasis
is on the soil's response to heavy storm rainfall, and
hence on thc wetting limb of thc hysteretic loop only.
The equation is solved for two-dimensional floW in
thc sloping soil layer, or slope element, for which the
vertical cross-section down the slope is given as a
parallelogram with two vertical edges: the lowermost
vertical edge is thc stream bank, whilst the uppermost
is either at the catchment boundary or at the junction
with another idealized soil layer with different surface
slope. Thc flow equation is transformed by the
Kirchoff transformation, and is thcn solved by an
implicit finite-difference scheme; this part of the
model has now been tested for various extreme con-
ditions which will not necessarily arise when it is used
to predict runoff from thc Plynlimon catchments,
sincc the aim has been to establish a wide range of
conditions for which the finite-difference schcmc is
known to be stable.

Figure 3 shows the increase in hydrostatic prcssurc
potential tit at the top and bottom surfaces of a gently
sloping soil layer 5o cm thick as rain falls on dry soil;
Figure 4 shows thc decrease in ty as watcr wells out of
a:saturated soil, (he adjustment to NIbeing most rapid
at thc soil surface, as expected. The curves arc smooth,
and the finite difference scheme used does not give
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risc to any significant fluctuation oftp with time in any
casc so far tested. Flow at the bottom of the slope, or
indeed at any position in the soil, can be calculated
from the distribution of tv, and the results for sleep
slopes arc similarly stable.

The complex network of rivulets and shallow soil
pipes by which surfacc runoff enters the main channels
of the Wye (and, in the case of the Severn catchment,
thc parallel ditch system superimposed on the basin
when the trees were planted) are idealized to a
shallow-water flow process described by thc St.
Venant equations, given by a continuity equation
together with the momentum equation:

	

u—au g— cos 0 = g(sin S.$) g(u–u,)
au ah

a ax ax Ii

where u, 11arc watcr velocity and depth at distance x
along the soil surface, then 0 = So is the slope of thc
surface, u, is the x-component of thc precipitation
velocity, and g is the rate of precipitation input at thc
surface per unit width of surface slope; and Si- is the
friction slope, described by thc Chezy relation. After
much difficulty in finding stable solutions for these
equations using the low Chezy numbers given in the
literature as typical of grassed surfaces, a program
has now been developed that is stable for low Chczy

Figure 4. Decreasein
hydrostaticpressure
potentiarasWaterleaves
saturatedsoil
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numbers. The same program can be uscd to describe
flow along thc stream channels.

To apply this• distributed model to an ungauged
catchment, thc following data must bc supplied :
a the geometry of the slope and channel elements;
b a soil moisture characteristic curve relating w to 0,
the moisturc volume fraction of the soil, and a curve
relating thc hydraulic conductivity /1(y) to ty;
c empirical parameters for the Chezy expression for
the friction slope S1 used in solving the shallow-water
equations.

Whilst the model works well for thc simple catch-
mcnt geometries considered so far, considerable
development is required before it will be capable of
predicting the hydrograph from a configuration as
complex as that containing the twenty-five or so
planes into -which the Wye and Severn basins have
been divided, although no new principle is inVolved.

A second model is also being developed for the
Plynlimon catchments in which each is divided into
elements of four types: peat hag arcas, grassy slopes,
riverine marsh arcas, and streams. Field measurement
is yielding a relation between discharge from each
type element and thc depth of water it contains, and
catchment behaviour is characterized by these rela-
tions, the areas covered by the different clement
types, and their spatial orientation. This approach
is still in its early stages.

Statistical methods for forecasting, and
frequency studies

Time series analysis of
multivariate Itydrological systems

Records of precipitation, soil moisture and stream-
flow and more generally, of watcr quality and sedi-
ment transport variables, may be regarded as timc
series (sequences of observations in a particular time
order), and thc relationships between them described
in statistical terms. Such purely statistical descriptions
have application (i) where it is necessary to forecast,
in real time, the behaviour of the system at some time-

15



interval ahcad, as where water quality variables at a
downstream station must be forecast from those up-
stream; (ii) where thc frequency (F) of some hydro-
logical event (such as the failure of a reservoir to mcct
thc watcr demand madc on it) is to bc estimated by
using the statistical description to generate synthetic
sequences—of streamflow, for example—derived from
computer-generated sets of pseudo-random numbers.

For the forecasting application (i), an interactive
graphic package has been developed for identifying
the statistical model suitable for describing the
relation between one input variable (such as stream-
flow at an upstream station) and onc output siariable
(streamflow at a downstream station). This packagc
uses programs originally developed by the Depart-
ment of Control Engineering at Cambridge Univer-
sity. Once thc statistical model has been identified,
its parameters arc estimated using a recurrence least-
squares algorithm which facilitates study of the extent
to which model parameters are time-variant. A multi-
variable extension of the estimation algorithms has
been coded in FORTRAN, and is being tested using
hydrological data; the relevant package will have
widc application for forecasting and simulation of
water quantity and quality variables for both control
and design problems.

For the simulation application (ii), studies have
been made of the usefulness of efficient Montc Carlo
simulation methods for improving the precision of thc -
estimated quantity F. Such mcthods have been
widely used in industry and the physical sciences,
but appear from the literature to have had at most a
limited use in hydrological simulation. In the pre-
liminary studics made so far, considerable increases
in precision may result from thc use of control
variates (by which a simulation problem is simplified
to one that can be solved analytically, and the
analytical solution used to assist in solving the problem
of interest) and by the use of antithetic variatcs (by
which two negatively-correlated estimates of F are
sought, such that thc mean of thc two estimates has
variance smaller than that of either estimate separ-
ately). Both mcthods show considerable promise and
furthcr development will determine whether the
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promise is fulfilled when they are applied to large-
scale hydrological simulation problems.

The adequacyof instrumentnetworks

Because hydrological variables (such as precipitation,
soil moisture change, E0) vary spatially as well as in
time, work is in progress at the Institute which has as
its objective the statistical description of spatial
variation with a view to (a) deriving improved mea-
sures of the reliability of mcan areal values; (b) de-
riving improved interpolated estimates at sites where
a variable is not measured in the field. In the initial
work, monthly precipitation from the ground-level
storage gauge network at Plynlimon was studied, and
analysis of variance used to distinguish the effects of
altitude, aspect and slope of site on gaugc catch. The
technique was also used to compare the catches of
ground-level gauges in the unforested parts of the
Severn catchment with those of gaugcs mountcd on
masts above the forest canopy using the statistical
model

yak = l + a + 0+Eaf

where p, is the areal mean; ai is an altitude effect
associated with all gauges in altitude in class i; I; is
the effect of gauge 'level' (ground level versus canopy
level) and Cukis the random error in the observed
gauge catch yak. A full account has been published
recently (Newson and Clarke, 1976).

Table 2 shows the values of the 'level' constants 11,
12 (free from altitude effects) obtained month by
month for the period April 1971—March 1973, to-
gether with the arithmetic mean for all 18 gauges.
In 13 of the 24 months, ground-level gauges caught,
more than the overall mean (since thc values of I,
were positive in 13 months of the 24); in thc remain-
ing II months they caught less.On average, over all 2 4

months, ground-level gauges caught 2.8 mm more than
the monthly mean (174-4 mm) and the canopy-level
gauges caught 1.8 mm less (7x 2.8+ x —p8 = o,
apart from rounding error). Because no test for the
significance of the altitude effects is possible using the
analysis at present under discussion, the altitude



constants am an, ac, an arc not set out in Table 2. This
table also shows that significant (P < 0.05) departures
from zero of the level constants, l, and h, occurred
in only 3 months of the 24 (February and March
1972, February 1973). All three were months when
snow fell at Mod Cynnedd, (also known as

Table 2. Paramaters4,12
representingthedifference
betweetzground-leveland
canopy-levelgaugecatch,
April 1971-March 1973

Mean, Ground level Canopy level




all gauges
(i2)

millimetres
(l2)

millimetres
Snow days,

Mod Cynneddt

Apr.1971 71.2 +0.8 -0'5 0
May 1971 75.2 +2.1 -1.3




June 1971 1924 +24




July1971 71•1 + I•2 -0.6




Aug. 1971 217.8




+0-8




Sept. 1971 8 9-7 +2.5




Oct.1971 211.2 +6.9 - 4'4




Nov. 1971 3.079 +8.9 - 5'7 7
Dec. 1971 127.9 -0.6 +0'4 3
Jan.1972 227.6 +Do., -6-4 8
Feb.1972 145'9 +18.8* -12.8* 6
Mar. 1972 223.2 +21.1* -1 3'4* 3
Apr. 1972 301.2 +18:8 -120




May 1972 1458 -6.5 +1.-1 0
June 1972 198.1 -1 5'9 +10.1 0
July1972 1410 -6.4 +4-1




Aug. 1972 123.8 - 5.0 +3'2 0
Sept. 1972 62.0




+1.5 0
Oct.1972 8.1.1 -1.6 + I.0 0
Nov. 1972 328.5 - 3'5 +2'2




Dec. 1972 2 548 - 5'5 +3'5




Jan1973 176.4 +5'7 -3-6 4
Fcb.1973 283.4 +26.7* -17.0* 9
Mar. 1973 138.6 -8 '4 +54




Overall mean 1 744 +2.8




Mean, months when
snow fell 2204(10) +7'3 - 4'6




Mean, months when
no snow fell -41'5(14) -0.4 +0•2




* Denotes statistical significance (P < 0.05).
t National Grid Reference SN 843877.
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Tanllwyth), a daily meteorological station in
the Severn catchment: Table 2 shows the number
of days on which snow fell there. If means are
taken over all months when snow fell, gauges at
ground level caught 7.3 mm more precipitation over
a month than the mean for all gauges and those at
canopy level about 4.6 mm less (Table 2). Differences
between ground-level and canopy-level gauges were
much less evident in snow-free months when, on
average, ground-level gauges caught about 0.4 mm
lessand canopy-level gauges about 0.2 mm more, than
the mean for all gauges.

The management of catchment studies

The Plynlimoncatchments

Precipitation measurement

The original nctwork of 39 monthly storage gauges,
sited in the Wye and Severn catchments according to
a domain theory designed to sample various combina-
tions of aspect, altitude and slope (sce IH Report
No. 27), has continued to function together with the
six Dines recording gauges, three in each Catchment.
To provide a check on thc adequacy of the network,
a replicated network of Rimco tipping-bucket gauges,
coupled to event-recorders, was sited in the Cyff sub-
catchment for a six-month period; preliminary
analysis (paired comparison 1-tests) of the monthly
catches by the replicate nctwork indicates satisfactory
agreement between mcan areal rainfall calculated
for the two networks. A similar replicated nctwork
has been sited by domain theory in the Hafrcn sub-
catchment, but the data from it have 'yet to be
analysed. The full record from the replicated nct-
works (giving 9-minute catches by the Rimco gauges)
is also valuable for testing the distributed models of
catchment behaviour by which predictions can be
made of the effects of afforestation in othcr high
rainfall areas.

Because of cost and the relative infrequency of
snowfall at Plynlimon, the proposal to measure snow-
fall using snow pillows has been abandoned; instead,
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gested that differences between mean values of /"\S
calculated from the six lines were seldom greater than
would be expected from chance variation; the six
lines of access tubcs were therelbre reduced to three,
one in the Severn catchment (liore sub-catchment)
and two in the Wye (Cyr'. and Nan t Iago sub-catch-
ments). These three lines now provide chtimates of
the mean soil moisture change within each main
catch men t.

Meteorological network

Meteorological variables Mr the calculation of Pcn-
man's potemial evaporation, ET, continues to be
recorded al die station at Mocl Cynnedd which is
visited daily. The [bur pairs of automatic weather
stations continue to operate and have been augmented
by one additional pair sited above the Furst canopy
on steel towers at the interception site just outside

Figure 6. Aulonialir the Severn catchment ; previously, all auto= tic
weallur Shawn with solar weather stations in the Severn had been mounted at
panel ground level either in the clearing at Mod Clynnedcl
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or above the tree line at Carreg Wen. One of the
stations at Mod Cynnedd has operated successfully
on solar power since April 1975 (see Figure 6).

For the early years of the Plynlimon study, no net
radiometer was sited within either catchment. In the
absence of measurements of net radiation, it had to be
estimated using measurements of solar radiation at
the Dolydd office, estimates of net long-wave radia-
tion, and an assumed albedo. The albedo values used
were 0.25 for thc hill pasture of the Wye, and o.15 for
the coniferous forest of the Severn. In 1974 and 1975,
both incident and reflected short-wave radia tion were
measured to calculate the albedo as a check on the
assumed values. For the Wye, 28 sites selected accord-
ing to the 'domain theory' (see IH Report No. 27) in
May 1974 gave an areal mean albedo of 0.2010.004;
a similar programme in June 1975, using 34 sites,
gave a mean albedo of o•I9± o.004. Despite the small
standard errors, considerable spatial variation was
found between individual albedo measurements;
yet no significant variation could be accounted for in
terms of differences in altitude, slope and aspect. For
the Severn catchment, albedo over thc canopy was
recorded by mounting the radiometers on a steel
tower at one site only; the mean albedo for a five-day
period was oII 0o02.

River level gauging

The gauging structures continue to present problems.
Some erosion has resulted from the heavy sediment
loads transported through thcm in times of flood;
furthermore, the sediment is sometimes deposited as
shoals immediately downstream of the structures, and
continual vigilance is necessary to ensure that such
shoals are dispersed as soon as thcy appear. If allowed
to remain, they would cause ponding that would
distort the measurement of water-level in the stilling-
wells of the structures. The concrete in the Severn
trapezoidal flume has eroded severely and in May
1975 the flume invert was rebuilt using metal tiles.
An intensive programme has been undertaken to
verify the theoretical calibration curves by dilution
gauging and current metering, the latter with guid-
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ance from the Hydraulics Research Station; Bray-
stoke current meters mounted on a vertical rod
lowered from a portable aluminium bridge spanning
the structure were used to take readings ai a minimum
of twelve positions across the Severn trapezoidal
flume (see Figure 7).

Figure 7. Current metering
at Severnflume

Except for the Hafren flume, where difficulties have
been experienced with the Leupold-Stevens recorder,
all Fischer-Porter gauges have now been removed;
they have been replaced by the Institute's own •a ter-
level magnetic tape loggers. Leupold-Stevens re-
corders continue to be used (except for the Hafren)
to provide a back-up facility should the Institute
recorders fail to work properly; the visual display of
river stage plotted against time is of great value as a
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field check and where a storm hydrograph is fo be
examined shortly aftcr 'ts occurrcnce.

Other researchcatchmentsin the United Kingdom

Because of other commitments, data from the
Institute's research catchments on the Ray at Grendon
Underwood and on Coal Burn, a tributary of the
frilling, have received little attention. For the Ray
catchment, a visiting worker, Dr Ian Simmers from
Waikato University,,New Zealand, has used soil heat
flux data to assess the possible error to the Penman
estimate from ignoring soil heat flux when calculating
the energy term; his preliminary results suggest that
the correction is negligible and unlikely to account for
the seasonal discrepancies between actual evaporation
and ET that have been noted even when soil moisture
is not limiting.

In preparation for the application of the distri-
buted model (described earlier in this report) to both

. thc Ray and Coal Burn catchments, thc topography
of each has been simplified into a series of slope ele-
ments and channel elements. On the Ray, a study is
beginning to determine how far field drainage may
have affected the runoff hydrograph during the period
of record; modelling of the rainfall-runoff relation on
Coal Burn will have the same objective as on the
Plynlimon catchments, namely, description of thc
land-use change.

Land use changesin Kenya

Catchment studies

Sponsored by ofinf, several staff from the Institute
have been based in Kenya for some years, running a
joint project with the East African Agricultural and
Forestry Research Organisation and Kenyan Govern-
ment departments on the hydrological effects of land
use change from montane rain forest to tea estate and
from bamboo to pine plantation or sheep pasture.
Initial analyses of thc many years of data using energy
and water balance approaches and the application
of conceptual modelling techniques showed a variety
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of systematic errors, which were unacceptably high

in relation to the differences between catchments.

Consequently, considerable cflbrt has bccn devoted

to detecting, quantifying and correcting as many as

possible of these errors, using the data from more

sensitive equipment installed in recent years.

This exercise highlights the difficulties involved in

experimental catchment studies. The quality of thc

data must be very high indeed before any confidence

can be placed in thc magnitude of differences deter-

mined between catchments. Any systematic errors in

the individual terms are compounded in a water

balance analysis. In fitting models to the data such

systematic errors present will be inevitably integrated

into the model parameter values. If thc models arc

to be used _operationally on the same catchments

the forecast data will be of comparable accuracy to

thc historic record; if, however, the models arc to be

used on other catchments the in-built systematic

errors will be combined with any present in the input

data and can result in totally misleading predictions.

Soil moisture data

Monthly gravimetric profiles from three sites in each

of four catchments arc available for the period 1958-

72, together with neutron probe readings from more

intensive profile nctworks in these catchments, plus

onc other, at monthly or ten-daily intervals from

1968-74. After re-checking the calibrations using

additional data, neutron and gravimetric catchment

soil moisturc determinations were compared for the

overlapping period 19613-72. Since sampling dates,

frequencies and densities differed between the two

methods, a harmonic model, with coefficients deter-

mined by linear multiple regression, was fitted to

each sct of data; the same method was also uscd to

compare the variations in soil moisture content in

adjacent catchments and under differing vegetative

types within catchments.

In addition, short-term water usc, over periods

where percolation beyond the sampled profile depths

could bc considered negligible, was obtained from

soil moisture data. Despite the scatter, these figures

Figure 9. Cumulative

transpiration, total

evaporation, drainage,

raimrall and net rainfall

during the dry period mid-

December 1974 to mid-

March 7975
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arc in agreement with the long-term estimates from
'water year' balances. Figures from the tea catch-
ment at Kericho arc also being compared with the
results from the zcro flux plane and 'Fluxatron'
process studies.

Soil moisture project—Kericho, Kenya

The watcr use of a tea estate at Kericho, Kenya,
was measured directly, using the zero flux plane
method, described on page 43.

The roots of tea plants extend to about 6 m. To
make tension measurements at this depth, pits had
to be dug and tensiometers installed horizontally from
onc face beneath thc growing tea crop. Measurements
were taken from early February 1974 to mid-March
1975 when bushes were pruncd, and for a further five
and a half months aftcr. Results from the period mid-
December 1974 to mid-March 1975 (a period of
unusual drought with soil moisture deficits of up to
38o mm) indicated that transpiration, E, over the
period was related to Penman open water evaporation,
Eo by E = o-56/4 up to a soil water deficit of 38o mm.
Cumulative transpiration, total evaporation, drain-
agc, rainfall and net rainfall are shown in Figure 9
for this period.

Further in situ measurements of unsaturated
hydraulic conductivity in the deep homogeneous soil
allowed comparisons to be made between the zero flux
plane technique and a direct solution of Darcy'sLaw:

=
az

where V = moisture flux
K = unsaturated hydraulic conductivity

a+—= hydraulic potential gradicnt
az

Cumulative drainage, as a function of fime, differed
by a factor of four when calculated by these two
methods, a not unreasonable result when thc strong
dependence of hydraulic conductivity on soil depth
and moisture content is taken into account. Hydraulic
conductivity as a function of depth, water content and
soil moisture tension is shown in Figurc 10. The
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photographs in Figure I I show thc arca of tca estate
used for measurements of hydraulic conductivity, and
the tensiometer pit within.

Fluxatron project

This experiment, undertaken in collaboration with
the University of Strathclyde, was desijned to test the
Fluxatron equipment under the conditions of the tca
estate environment—a smooth dense level canopy one
mctrc above ground level—and to compare the trans-
piration rates measured in this way with those from
the zero flux plane study described above, with thosc
previously obtained from a lysimeter study and finally,
with thosc obtained in the catchment study. Given
that the cumulative figures from the Fluxatron showed
reasonable agreement with those from the longer
period methods, values obtained from it could be used
to quantify more precisely the parameters in the
catchment model.

Thc basis of the study, the 'Fluxatron' equipment,
comprises a lightweight, highly sensitive propellor
mounted with its axis vertical. Immediately below is
mounted a sensitive thCrmistor bead. Outputs from
both arc amplified and multiplied electronically to
give the net vertical sensible heat flux, H. This, to-
gethcr with measurements of net radiation R,
soil heat flux G, estimates of changes in canopy
heat storagc J from temperature profiles, and
energy utilization in growth Al, can be used in the
energy balance equation:

XE = En—H —G —M

to give an estimate of the latent heat flux, XE, and
hence of the evapotranspiration, E. The above ex-
pression applies rigorously only when no horizontal
movement of sensible heat is present, i.e. undcr zero
advection conditions; this condition was, fulfilled by
placing the equipment on a sitc with a 'fetch' of
several kilometres over similar tea.

Field experience in 1974 brought to light a fcw
problems with the calibration of the senson. To help
eliminate these problems thc equipment was subse-
quently uscd alongside other energy balance equip-
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mcnt at Sutton Bonington (University of Nottingham)

in the summcr of 1975. Corrections are being derived

from this comparison for application to the 1974

Kenyan data.
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Hydrological Processes

As described earlier in this report, Institute studies of
hydrological processes have as their objective the
observation and description, in mathematical-physical
terms, of the relations between changes of phase and
position of water in its course through thc land phasc
of the hydrological cycle, and the energy and forces
causing thcsc changes. Work is therefore in progrcss
on the physical and biological controls of evaporation,
describing thc relation between tile evaporation from
the plant canopy and the atmosphere surrounding it;
on interception, describing the relation between thc
structure of the plant canopy and precipitation pene-
trating it; on the flow of water through both thc un-
saturated and saturated soil la)ers, on flow over
surfaces—particularly those in urban areas—and in
channels, whether for natural drainage or for the
transport of urban runoff; on the chemical changes
taking place in natural (ie unpolluted) water, and on
the use of chemical tracers for flow gauging. Progress
in these activities is as follows.

Evaporation

Physical controls of evaporation

Most of the research into the physical controls on
evaporation carried out by the Institute in past ycars
has been concerned with studies of evaporation from
forests, and has been concentrated in Thetford forcst,
Norfolk. However, in future there is to be a funda-
mental changc in dircction and emphasis of process
studies in evaporation. Rcscarch activities will be -
diversified to other types of vegetation, and, at thc samc
time, an increasingly significant part of the available
effort will be concerned with the development, tcsting
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and application of simple instrumentation capable of

providing a worthwhile measurement of evaporation

for hydrological applications. In view of this change, it

is convenient this year not only to describe recent work

at Thctford, but also to rcview the Thetford project

as a whole, and outline some of the more important

results it has produced.
The project was conceived with fairly limited

objectives, but over the first few years, when most of

the experimental work was concerned with instru-

mental and systcms development (Stewart and

Oliver, 197o; Oliver and Oliver, 1973), the project

grew in scope and purpose.
It was clear that there was a need for fundamental

research into the processes involved in the interaction

between vegetation and the air mass above it. It was

expected that observations ncar a forested surface

would provide a more rigorous test of the validity of

existing meteorological theory of the turbulent

boundary layer, generated by the wind, above and
within vegetation. At the same timc, detailed observa-

tion of meteorological and biological parameters

would test the validity of the (thcn existing) theory

of the vegetation/atmosphere interaction.
This aspect of the work has been particularly

successful. A theoretical estimate of the change in

wind direction between the top and the bottom of the

forest canopy (Smith, Carson and Oliver, 1972)

indicated a value of 3o°, which agreed quite well with

experimental measurements (Figure 12). On the

other hand, later studics of the turbulent boundary

layer immediately above the forest (Thom el al, 1973)
demonstrated fundamental shortcomings in near-

surface micrometeorological theory: estimates of

evaporation based on thc assumption that the relation-
ship between the gradients of windspeed and humidity

is the same above a forest as it is over other types of
vegetation, will bc in error by factors ortwo or more.

Qualitative studies within the canopy (Oliver, 1973;

Oliver 1973A) have indicated thermal plumes the

existence of which partly explains this phenomenon.

Preliminary results (Stewart and Thom, 1973) pro-

vided a tentative verification, in dry conditions, of

the existing theory of the vegetation/atmosphere
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interaction, after it had bccn extended to allow for
differences between the aerodynamic resistance for
momcntum and hcat fluxes. However, later work
revealed the expected failure of this theory in partly
wet conditions (Shuttleworth, 1976A), and stimulated
theoretical work (Shuttleworth, 1975, Shuttleworth,
1976B) which has given rise to a new one-
dimensional theoretical description. This theoretical
work considcrs in detail how the behaviour of all the
individual pieces of a canopy can be combined
mathematically to create an equation describing the
behaviour of the vegetation as a Whole. It demon-
strates how previous simple models, which regard all
the evaporation as occurring at one level in thc
canopy, arc related to thc complex numerical-
simulation models that have been used in the past;
and, in so doing, makcs explicit (in mathematical
tcrms) the assumptions made in such simple models.
'The work suggcsts how the presence of water on the
surface of the vegetation miglit be allowed for, and
introduces the idea that the transfer of all properties,
from vegetation to the atmosphere, is subject to a
surface resistance.
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When the project first began there was considerable

speculation regarding the possibility that evaporation

from forested surfaces could be enhanced by large-

scale advection, ie. by drawing in energy in thc form

of warmer air from the arca upwind of the forest.

The suggestion was discounted by a great many

meterorologists, prilnarily because the cxisting experi-

mental evidence was not conclusive. The Thetford

project has provided (Stewart, 1976A) direct and.

unequivocal evidence fa the existence of medium-

scale energy advection in wet conditions, even over

forcsts the size of Thetford (large by British standards).

Although at present unique (since no similar study

has so far been madc) this result is of profound signi-

ficance to hydrology. It emphasises the importance

of the interception process for tall vegetation, and is

fundamental to an understanding of the difference

between the evaporation loss from tall and short

vegetation.

Knowledge of thc meteorological and micro-

meteorological characteristics of thc forest environ-

ment is quite recent: only in the last few years have

studies, like thc Thetford project, provided the neces-

sary meteorological measurements. Although not a

primary objective of the programme, a grcat dcal of

information of this type has come out of Thetford

work. Most of the results have conccrncd thc observa-

tion of windspeed and its effect on the forest environ-

ment (Oliver, 1971; Oliver, t974A; Oliver, 197413;

Oliver and Ma yhead, 1974; Oliver, 197313) while

others have investigated the radiation environment

and the temperature variations in a forest stand

(Stewart, 9p ; Shutticworth, 1974).

One of thc fundamental objectives of the project was

to provide measurements of thc then unknown surface

resistance of a pine forest and to investigate experimen-

tally thc (speculative) correspondence between surface

resistance and bulk stomata( resistance; and in so doing to

obtain knowledge and experience for use in formulat-

ing improved practical models of the evaporation

from natural surfaces. A great deal of the available

effort has been concerned with this work. The median

value of the measurements of surface resistance for

Thetford Forest (Figures 13 and 14) exhibits little
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Figure 13, The diurnal

variation of median surface

resistancefor groups of dry

days

Figure I 4. The diurnal
variation of the median

surface resistanceat

different seasonsof the

year'

variation from season to season and ycar to year

(Gash and Stewart, 1975): a result mhich is currently

being used in an attempt to model evaporation from

Thetford forest.

Over thc last year, an attempt has been made to

extend the Penman equation to make some allowance

for variation in the surface roughness of the vegetation

and the control it exerts on evaporation by virtue of

its stomatal resistance (Thom and Oliver, 1976);
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other peripheral studies have been orientated towards

improving instrumentation and understanding the

errors involved in the experimental methods uscd in

the project (McNeil and Shuttleworih, 1975; Stewart,

197611).

Of thc several fundamental objectives behind thc

Thetford project, only thc requirement to establish

(or otherwise) the equivalence of surface and storna/a/

resistance remains unfulfilled, although Stewart and

Thom (1973) went some way towards this. At thc

present time, a collaboration is in progress with a

group from Edinburgh University, who are making

the parallel biological measurements, which will

allow such a comparison. At the same time micro-

meteorological data are bcing collected above the

forest at two sites two km apart, to provide

evidence of the representativeness of the measurements

and additional information on advection: while, for

the first time, measurements arc being made of the

forest's carbon dioxide uptake.

Biological controlsof evaporation

A better understanding of evaporation control by

plants is essential in determining the evaporative

characteristics of different types of vegetation. In somc

cases plant physiological methods may be the only

means of making any progress, and for this rcason,

studies of tree physiology are under way at Plynlimon

and Thetford; activities at both these experimental

sites arc described separately.

The work at Plynlimon is dcsigncd to provide

estimates of transpiration and an understanding of

how trccs (in thc first instance, Norway spruce) arc

able to control thcir transpiration. Evapotranspiration

estimates arc made using the Monteith-Penman equa-

tion. The climatological variables needed as inputs to

this evaporation equation are available from an auto-

matic weather station sited at the top of an aluminium

tower in the forested Severn catchment. This tower

also serves to gain access to the tree crowns as average

stomatal resistance of the tree canopy is needed in the

equation. This rcsistancc is obtained from individual

shoots using a stomatal resistance diffusion poro-
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meter built for the Institute at the Botany Depart-
ment, University of Aberdeen. A description of this
type of equipment is given by Beardsell el al. (1972).
The sampling pattern encompasses variability in
rcsistancc due to height in thc canopy, shoot age and
shading. The average stomatal resistance is computed
from the stomatal resistance measurements and
a knowledge of the distribution of leaves in the
canopy from whole trcc sampling. A check on the
seasonal changes in needle loss from the trees is made
by monthly litter collections in litter cans close to
the sampling tower.

The estimates of evaporation made using the
Monteith-Penman equation are independent of thosc
produced from the neighbouring natural lysimeter
(see page 47) with which they arc to be compared.
The next stage is to discover whether stomatal resis-
tance (the ultimate plant control of evaporation) is
controlled by the plant and how this is influenced by
climatic variables recorded by the automatic weather
station.

The levels of water stress in the shoots themselves
may also be important. This, expressed as needle
water potential, is measured with thc 'pressure bomb'
technique (Scholandcr et al, 1965).

Thc work at Plynlimon was initiated in the spring
of 1975; since then stomatal resistance measurements
have been collected on a routine basis throughout a
summer scason and will be continucd until at least a
full ycar's data arc available. Information on the
structure of thc trcc canopy is nearly complete in
readiness for calculation of whole canopy resistances.

In the summer of 1975 direct estimates of water
uptake ratcs by trees were obtained using a technique
in which trees are cut under water and thc base of thc
tree left in a 50 gallon container of water from which
water uptake rates arc measured (see below). Thus,
dircct measurements of transpiration which can
be compared with the lysimeter values. The
technique was also useful in a study of the influence of
leaf water potential on stomatal resistance, as removal
of the soil-root resistance to liquid water movement
through the soil-plant continuum often results in a
risc in leaf water potential and an alteration in
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stomatal resistance. Normal forest trees around the
experiment were used as controls for comparison.

Other plam physiological work (but on Scots pine)
has been in progress at Thetford for a much longer
period and has progressed much further. The tree
cutting work described above has been carried out in
1973, 1974 and 1975 (Figure 15). Sufficient data are
now available on the effects of leaf water status on
stomatal resistance (and hence on transpiration) to
conclude the series of experiments. The improvement
of leaf water status by removing roots under water
causes a decrease in stomata] resistance and an in-
crease in transpiration. This effect is only apparent
in conditions of higher evaporative demand, since
in dull conditions changing leaf water potential
appears to have no effect on stomata] resistance. This

Figure 15. yf

Invs cut yfi under icaler
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work is supplemented by another experiment in which

irrigated trees were compared with unwatered trees;

leaf watcr potential is raised by irrigation and

stomata] resistance is lowered.

Trees used in the main cutting experiments were

allowed to continue to transpire after removal from

thc watcr drums to determine the usable water stored

in these trees. This was required to throw light

on a problem which arose during earlier soil

physical work at Thetford (page 44) when estimates

of evaporation by a soil water balance method during

a three-week dry period in June were about. i mm

day-' less than those madc by thc micrometcorological

methods (page 33). A possible explanation of this

discrepancy was that water stored in trees was supple-

menting water abstracted from the soil to make up

the transpiration total. This quantity would bc ex-

cluded from the soil physical estimates but would be

included in the micrometeorological ones. The results

obtained from drying of trees showed, however, that

thc quantity in store was insufficient to account for

t his discrepancy.

Another possible explanation is that deep roots

running through the upper two metres of sand into

the chalk beneath bypass the zero flux plane so that

water taken up by such roots is overlooked by

the soil physical mcthod. This explanation has been

examined in two ways. The first involved the excava-

tion of an extensive trench to expose the deep roots of

eight trees. This showed that only a very small pro-

portion of the total root mass actually reaches the

upper chalk, suggesting that this would provide only

a limited pathway for water. In another experiment

measurements of stomata] resistance (measured with

a diffusion porometer) of trees were made after various

degrees of root pruning. Thc ultimate aim of the prun-

ing was to leave just the tap root unsevered from the

trunk. Progressive cutting of the roots produced no

significant effect on stomatal resistance (and hence

probably transpiration rate) until the stage when

only one lateral root remained together with the tap

root. This experiment suggests that tap roots arc

capable of supplying the tree adequately with water,

although conversely, thcrc is evidence from thc pit
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and other root excavations that only about 50% of

the trees have tap roots of sufficient depth or size to

be able to function in this way.

Interception

Measurements of thc loss of rainfall input through its

interception by forcst canopies arc under way at

Thetford and Plynlimon—sites chosen as having two

very different climatic regimes. The measurements,

calculated from the difference between gross rainfall

and throughfall plus stemflow, arc an important

component of the forest watcr balance. For example,

of the 595 mm of rain which fell at Thetford during

1975, 214. mm wcrc intercepted and re-evaporated

before rcaching the soil. Such direct measurements arc

being compared with estimates of the interception

loss derived solely from measurements of meteoro-

logical variables. Firstly, a physically-bascd model

developed at Imperial College is being tested with

da ta recorded by au toma tic weather stations mou nted

above thc forcst. The results of this comparison

indicate that the net rainfall reaching the soil can bc

estimated to an accuracy of better than tcn per cent.

The next objective is to establish with what accuracy

this method can be applied to producc estimates of

thc interception loss from forests, using data taken not

over thc forest but at a meteorological station some

distance away.

Interception work at Plynlimon suffered a minor

setback when the site selected in the Holt subcatch-

ment was rapidly defoliated by saw-fly larvae. A

second site just outside the experimental catchment

arca has now bccn equipped with four canopy gauges,

IS eight-metre throughfall troughs and 15 stem flow

gauges, see Figure 16. Climatic data are provided

by two automatic weathcr stations mounted on towers

above the canopy as shown in Figurc 29. Repeated

difficulties wcrc encountered in operating a highway

sVstem of logging multiple gauges in a very hostile

environment. This system was finally abandoned in

favour of a less-sophisticated but more rugged method,

but not before the former method had shown that the
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magnitude of stem flow exceeded an ticipa ted amounts.
In addition to the main site, seven auxiliary sites were
established within the catchment area sampling
dillenmt altitudes, slopes and aspects. These are
eqMpped with seven Ibur-metre throughlall troughs
delivering a catch into separate storage bins and kiln'
stem flow gauges, likewise collecting their catch
separately.

Unsaturated soil water flow

Soil moisture j7u.vcs IP dlc Callrabyl

Practical methods of measuring moisture (luxes in
unsaturated soil are needed for many different
applications—the monitoring of recharge to ground-
water, for Mstance, or for estimating actual evapora-
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Lion by a crop independently of meteorological or
lysimetric measurements, or for following the move-

' ment of pollutants in the unsaturated zone.
The Institute has been concentrating on developing

thc zero flux plane technique, which depends on
identifying a depth at which the vertical hydraulic
potential gradient (and hence the soil moisture flux)
is zero. Soil moisturc changes, above and below this
dcpth, represent unsaturated fluxes to evaporation
and drainage. Soil water potentials arc measured by
porous pot tensithneters and thc soil moisture con-
tent by neutron probe.

A prerequisite for a successful project of this nature
is reliable and accurate instrumentation. The Wall-
ingford neutron probe has proved itself in this respect
but early attempts to measure hydraulic profiles
showed that work was needed to find a suitable de-
sign and operating procedures for tensiometers. A
cheap and reliable design of manually-read tensio-
meter bas been developed and much operating experi-
ence obtained; thc computer systcm for processing
and manipulating tensiometer data is described below.

Currently, experiments arc in progress at three
sitcs within Thetford forest. The annual rainfall of
the area averages Goo mm, with a total I/7Tvalue of
about 500 mm. The sites lie on sand (J im) over-
lying chalky drift N, 2 m) overlying Middle chalk.

Thc main part of the project is at the same site as the
evaporation and interception experiments described
earlier; comparison is thus possible between micro-
meteorological and soil moisture based estimates of
evaporation from Scots pine. The second sitc is in a
grass clearing about onc km from thc niain site and
thc third some eight km north of these in a Corsican
pine stand near to Feltwell. While the groundwater
table is at a depth of about 35 m at the first two sites,
at Fel twell there is a possibility that the trees are
abstracting directly from thc relatively shallow
groundwater (about to in depth). This is being
investigated using newly developed pressure trans-
ducer tensiometers, mounted in a borehole just above
thc water table to measure thc hydraulic potential
gradient in this zone.

A comparison between groundwatcr level fluctua-
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lions and drainagc from the forest arca using a simple
model has already been published (Cooper, 1974). In
ordcr to refine this model further three extra observa-

tion borcholes have been drilled within thc forcst.
Computcr programs have been written to calculate

soil moisture fluxes at any chosen depth given zero
flux plane dcpths and moisture contcnt measurements
over a period. They are being used to compute
evaporation and drainage from each sitc throughout
the year. A graph of cumulative evaporation and
drainagc from a forcst and grass sitc through the year
is shown in Figure 17.

A flexible and versatile suitc of programs has also
been written for the handling of large volumes of
field tcnsiomctcr data. Although somc quality con-
trol of the data is possible in the programming, much
of it must be donc manually, hence thc programs dis-
play the data in tables and graphs to make this work
easier and for use in furthcr analysis. The programs
offer a' choice of (a) tables of the readings of the
tensiometers together with the calculated total and
matric potentials, and a linc-printcr plot of the poten-
tial profile, (b) a similar graph plotted on the Calcomp

so

Rainfall

mm

Figure 17. Cumulative

amounts of drainage and

evaporationfrom oneforest

and onegrass clearing site
derived by the zeroflux

plane methodfor 1974.

Graphs have beenmatched

at zero on _rib January
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graph-plotter, (c) thc potential profiles plotted ,in
sequential date order for periods of a year or less or
(d) a time-series graph of the data together with the
relevant rainfall bar-chart. Both (c) and (d) are
plotted on the graph-plotter.

Processstudiesfor modell ng catchmentresponse Figure 18. Diagram of

Models of catchment response are being synthesised forest net raWall gauge

Roofing

felt

Gutter

Tipping bucket flowmeter
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from quantitative studies of the components of the
hydrological cycle and their interactions. At present,
water losses from a forest 'natural' lysimeter in the
Severn catchment a t Plynlimon arc being investigated.
Thc lysimeter has been in continuous operation for
two years during which time soil water drainage,
changes in soil moisture, soil moisture tension, rain-
fall and net rainfall have been recorded. The net
rainfall data (stemilow and throughfall) were obtained
by suspending a plastic sheet beneath thc canopy—
see Figure 18 (Calder and Rosier, 1976).

Measurements of stomata! resistance and leaf water
potential were also madc during 1975. Given certain
assumptions concerning the forest canopy, thc lysi-
meter observations were used to estimate runoff from
the experimental catchment of the upper Severn;
this compared satisfactorily with flume measure-
ments (Calder, 1976). The total water lossesfrom thc
lysimeter for 1974 of I too mm (760 mm intcrccption
loss, 340 mm transpiration) were found to be almost
exactly twice the Penman if, estimate of evaporation
(540 mm) which implies cOnsiderable advection of
cncrgy into the Severn forest and also demonstrates
the importance of interception losses in similar high
rainfall districts. Operational methods arc now uscd
to derive surface,resistance, aerodynamic resistance,
and other canopy parameters from the lysimeter
observations and automatic weather station data.

Watcr movement and losses from grass slopes arc
also being modelled from measurements taken in the
Wyc catchment. A feasibility study is in hand to
investigate the possibility of using large chamber
vapour flux measuring devices in conjunction with
fibreglass monolith lysimeters, already in operation,
to compare the behaviour of the crop inside the
lysimcter with that outside.

Saturated soil water flow

Shallow groundwater in flood plain deposits

One of the largest expanses of reed in the South of
England is at Thatcham, Berkshire, covering an
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area of 0•5 km= adjacent to the River Kennet The

reedbed was Ihrmerly of commercial importance as a

source of thatching material bin has fallen intn ruin

thrmigh the neglect of irrigation ditches. Thatcham

reedbed, even in its decayed state, is a habitat for a

large number of plant, insect and bird species of

scientific and rarity value. The high water table,

particularly in spring, on which the reed and its

fauna depend, is further threatened In the proposed

extraction of gravel from part of the site. The Insti-

Figure in. 7halcham

reed beds
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tutc was commissioned by Newbury District Council,

i n co-operation with the Nature Conservancy Cou ncil,

to monitor the effect of gravel extraction on ground-

watcr levels.

When the study was first discusscd the gravel

operations were believed to be imminent. However,

extraction has not yet started, allowing us to collect

several months of background data which will be use-.

ful in establishing thc natpral fluctuations of thc

water levels in the reedbcds. Ten shallow boreholes

have been installed and water levels measured at fort-

nightly intervals. To determine the amount of watcr

available for future irrigation of the reedbeds, the

flow in ditches traversing thc area has been measured

by the velocity-area method.

Thc borehole records show a rise in the water table

in some areas over the period August ;975 to February

1976, but by no means does this equal thc wintcr

rise, culminating in standing water on the sm-face,

which is necessary to sustain a healthy reedbed.

Modelling studies .should show whether this was

merely an effect of the unusually dry autumn and

winter, when rainfall at Thatcham was only some

70% of the average.

Surface runoff and channel flow

Erosion and sediment transport

These studies have been designed to investigate the

effects of afforestation on erosion and sediment trans-

port by gauging suspended sediment and bcdload from

two nearby catchments: the grassland Cyff and

forested Tanllwyth. Sources of sediment supply to

both rivers were calibrated by means of small rect-

angular weirs and associatcd bedload traps (see

Figure 20). Automatic liquid samplers have bccn

uscd for suspended sediment calibrations at a number

of representative sites. Erosion pins have been used

where the above monitoring systcms were inappro-

priate, cg channel banks.

Fieldwork for the NERC Research Student termi-

nated in Summer 1975 but measurements arc con-
•
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tinoing on a routine basis. Over two years of data on

bedload, believed to lie unique at this scale, will form

the basis of a PhD thesis.

Data analysis is only at a preliminary stage but

shows that a regression model is adequate to describe

gross yields of beclload, using discharge hydrograph

variables as predictors. Velocity (energy) factors are

therelbre dominant but residuals may be explained

by sediment availability. This is in turn controlled

by the sequence of flood events of various return

periods. Storage of bedload in the channel system is

considerable and has been estiinated.

Differences in sediment yields between the two

types of land-tHe arc marked, the foresied catchment

producing nearly four times as much sedimenl as the

grassland. Attempts are being made to separate

morphometric causes of this difference from land-use

Figure 20. hnpl ring the

Gill bed-load leap
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causes and an intensive study of forest ditching is being
conducted.

Urban hydrology

Work is continuing on an investigation into rainfall-



runoff relationships for partially and fully urbanised
ca tchmcnts. The research programme has 2 objectives.

The first is geared to thc requirements of designers
of storm sewers. Studying the rainfall-runoff process
in urban areas should provide an improved model of
thc above-ground phase of urban runoff. This will
then be available for incoiporation in a ncw scwcr
design method being- developed at thc Hydraulics
Research Station. Existing data derive from sewer
measurements of water level; they include the effects
of pipe flow routing. Such data are being analysed
to yield prediction equations relating runoff volume
to catchment and storm chaincteristics but they arc
inadequate for the study of the attcnuating and
delaying effects of thc above-ground system alone.
Therefore, following the development of a meter
designed to monitor discharge through a road gully,
a ncw data collection programme involving catch-
ments at Bracknell, Stevenage and Southampton is
planned for 1976/77.

Thc second objective is to report on the effect of
urbanisation on hydrograph characteristics in natural
and improved watercourses. A literature review will
be followed by analysis of existing data to yield
prediction equations relating unit hydrograph para-
meters and runoff volume to catchment charac-
teristics. These will be similar to those given in dm
Flood Studies Report but will have been developed
specifically for the urbanising situation.

In connection with this work, wc have been
fortunatc in being able to monitor the changing run-
off regime as building procccds at Milton Keynes.
A rain gauge network and a flow measuring station
on the main sewer record thc rainfall-runoff trans-
lation process from impervious surfaces such as roads,
roofs and gullies. Aerial photography is being used
to record the changing pattern of the impervious
cover, as shown in Figurc 2 I.
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.1 programme of held mapping of hydmIngical do-

mains based on vegetation communities in the Wye

caLchmem has Ewen completed. All major open

stream channels in the experimental catchments have

been stirveed iii cluss-secion at i au in intervals

(see Figure 22) Thus, a basis has been established

fur modelling runoll production chiring storms and

[he muting of slope ninon in channels. Bankrull

channel capacities have given useful information

about flood ninon- zones ill the catchments since the

relationship with catchmem area does not increase

linearly downstream.

The data collection inogranime him typical runoff

domains in the Wye catchment has been completed

and the recorders tnoved to the Severn where the

effects of Forest draingage will be calibrated. A

naturally-eroding peat catchment (the Upper Severn)

is also being studied. A corollary of Tie study of

threst drainage has been [he selection of two farm

sites outside the catchments where tile drainage

Figure 2 I . . hrial pholo-

graph.  yl to ban denslop-

mod of if//fl),, licyncy.

ferrious «icer
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schemes will bc implemented shortly; this practice

is now common in mid-Wales but its hydrological

effects cannot bc assessed in the Wye catchment

where only old open drains cxist.

At the request of mathematical modellers, attempts

have been made to derive individual parameters

including infiltration capacity, hydraulic conductivity

of peat, soil pipe drainage factors and channel routing

factors. Time-of-travel studies with fluorescent tracers

have proved that the fall-and-pool sequences of

the upper catchments produce a markedly non-

linear .decrease in travel timc with increasing dis-

charge. Individual studies of separate reaches arc now

proceeding to ascertain why.

Chemical dilution gauging

Work at the Institute on the chemical dilution gaug-

ing method has concentrated on three possible sources

of systematic error in the results: loss of tracer,

failure to achieve a steady concentration of tracer in

the stream, and unsteady discharge. Thc fourth

source of bias, poor mixing in the stream, can be de-

tected by a good sampling technique, and eliminated

by a suitable choice of mixing reach.

An intensive gauging exercise by teams from the

Institute and the Water Research Centre (Medmen-

ham) was carried out on the River Avon at Christ-

church in April 1975, when an ultrasonic gauging

station at Knapp Mill (0.S. grid ref. SZ 154943) was

checked by both currcnt metering (velocity-area

method) and dilution gauging, using sodium iodidc

injccted 850 m upstream. The flow of 29 m3/sec was

the largest yet gauged by the constant ratc injection

Method, and each gauging required the addition of

25 kg of sodium iodide over a period of 5 hours to raise

the iodide concentration in the river by 40 pg/litre.

The tracer was injected by a Mariotte constant-

head vessel feeding into the inlet of an electric centri-

fugal pump, which delivered two litres/sec of river

water plus traccr to a perforated pipe stretched across

the river. Samples were drawn by a multi-channel

peristaltic pump from a grid of 5o points on ten

vertical stakes driven into the lied at thc gauging
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station. In this way the two-dimensional distribution
of tracer at thc sampling section could be investigated.

The comparison of dilution gauging with the other
methods was intriguing—a typical result was 28.6
rn3/s for dilution gauging, 24.0 m3/s for current
metering and 25.2 m3/s for thc ultrasonic mcthod.
Although thc higher figure for thc stream discharge
given by dilution gauging immediately suggested
loss of tracer, which is most likely to occur in thc
finely divided scdimcnt load of thc river, investiga-

. lions of iodide uptake on various sediments showed
that sorption by inorganic materials was insignificant.
These experiments are described in more detail in the
hydrochemistry section.

The constant rate injection method relics on the
achievement of steady conditions at the sampling
section, while thc integration (gulp or sudden injec-
tion) method requires the whole of the response curve
to have passed the sampling scction during thc
sampling period. The time taken depends on thc rate
of movement of tracer through the gauging reach.
At thc sampling section, particles of stream water will
have had widely varying times of residence in the
gauging reach. These residence times form a statistical
distribution which is assumed stationary for steady
flow. The residence time distribution E(0) is such that
any finite sample taken at the sampling scction con-
tains a fraction E(0) d(0) of water particles with
residence timcs in the interval (0, 0+ c10).Experi-
ments are being performed to determine thc variation
of thc rcsidcncc time distribution with discharge for a
typical gauging rcach on a mountain stream. Thc
distribution is obtained in the field by measuring the
response of the stream at the sampling crosi-section
to an instantaneous injcction of sodium chloride at the
upper end of the reach. The increase in tracer con-
centration in thc stream (about 25 mg/litre on
average) is measured as an increase in electrical con-
ductivity. The residence time distributions obtained
to date for thc 33 metre reach have bccn fitted to a
random walk function.

oil (0— T-12 \
E(0) — 	 ex p

Vit (0— 71312 - 0— T
where o.), -.-and T arc parameters of thc curve. The
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results arc encouraging (Figure 23). If this model
holds for future experimental results, it will be possible
to determine thc variation of the parameters of thc
function over a wide range of discharge and for
different reaches, and to provide for a field gauging
an accurate estimate of the time required to establish
steady conditions at the sampling point.

Dilution gauging is described by British and Inter-
national Standards as a method for determining
steady flow. Hydrologists have always assumed that,
as in thc case of gauging structure§, this condition can
be relaxed as long as the flow is not too unsteady. A

Distribution

function E(0)

o experimental data

— fitted curve

Residence time 0 ( seconds)

mathematical study has been performed (Gilman,
1975) of the effect of changing discharge on dilution
gauging using the continuous injection method. A
residence timc model was used to determine the
downstream concentration of a conservative tracer
during the passage of a flood hydrograph, and hence
thc systcmatic error of thc gauging. It was found that,
for the cases investigated, the rising limb of the hydro-
graph could not be gauged accurately, but gauging
on the rcccssion limb would show little error.

Work now progressing on thc error incurred by
gauging on the recession limb of the hydrograph, thc

Figure 23. Comparisonof

random walk model wit/i.

distribution of residence

times in a short stream

reach
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situation encountered most often in prantice, shows

that for small rates of fall of discharge the error is of

second order in thc rate of change of dischargc, but

depends also on higher derivatives of the discharge.

It is expected that this systcmatic crror will bc shown

to bc small for most field gaugings, and that this work

will result in a simple method for estimating thc crror

for conditions encountered in the field.

Hydrochemistry

Chemical elements dissolved in natural waters can

exist in one or several forms which differ either in their

oxidation state (cg iodine which is found as both

iodate ions and iodide ions) and/or their complexed

state (cg Zinc which can be present as Zn21", ZnCP*,

ZnC12; ZnOHCI ions and chelated with organic

material). The form of a chemical clement is an

important factor in determining its reactivity in

natural systems. It is because of this importance that

the Institute's chemical work is at present concerned

with speciation problems. Wc arc conccntrating upon

the speciation of silicon and iodine, thc former because

of its control of the solubility of silicates and silica,

and the latter because its speciation is controlled by

a redox couple which is an important factor in assessing

its use as a tracer for dilution gauging. Chemical

systems that include a water/sediment interface arc

also under investigation because such reactions are

important in both a water resources context, where

they can control thc quality of abstracted water, and

in dilution gauging, where significant sorption of

traccr on suspended Material in the river could

vitiate a gauging.

A method is being developed to determine the

silicon species in natural waters using thc different

rcactivitics of these species towards an acidic molyb-

date reagent in which molybdosilicic acid forms.

Progress in its development has suffered from the

previous lack of understanding of thc chemistry bf the

silicate/molybdate reaction. Our studies during the

last two years have enabled us to define these reac-

tions rigorously, and as a result two methods for the
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Table 3. The percentage

iodide and iodate sorbedon

to stream and river sedi-

ments in their associated

fresh watersfor a suspended

load of 2'0 g l_' and an

initial iodine concentration

of go.o ug IS.

determination of silicate have been developed.

Twenty-seven samples of upland river water from

around the sources of thc rivers Wyc and Severn, whcn

analysed by these methods, produced mean silicate

values of 950±3 ug l-1' and 949±3 v.g 1-1. Our recent

publications on this subject (Truesdale et al, 1975;

1976) will be of direct value not only to the Institute,

but also to many hydrochemical, geochencical and

industrial laboratories.

The element iodine occurs in a wide range of

concentrations in natural waters. Although it can be

present in a number of different forms, little is known

of the factors that control its chemistry. Investiga-

tions of this element began two years ago when sodium

iodide was introduced as a dilution gauging tracer.

A rapid (5o samples per hour) automatic colori-

metric method for the determination of the low con-

centration of iodide used in a gauging (40 ig 1-') was

developed at thc Institute. The method relics upon the

catalysis, by iodide, of thc reaction between ccric

ammonium sulphate and arsenious acid. This proce-

dure has been extensively used during thc past two

ycars (an estimated io,000 samples) and we have

found it to be not only reliable, but also to be accurate

and precise. (In the fling of concentration 1 to too

lig 1-1 iodine thc crror will be within ± 0.36% for 95%

confidence). Extension of this mcthod so that it can

differentiate between thc iodine species (I—, 12, KV)

at even lower concentrations is now well in hand.

Reactions at water/sediment interfaces arc being

studied firstly in terms of trace element uptake, with

particular emphasis on iodide because of its use in

dilution gauging, and secondly in tcrms of major

clement uptakc winch deals with the changes of water

quality within aquifers. Investigations of a widc

variety of sediments, together with thcir associated

freshwaters, have demonstrated that uptake of

significant amounts of iodide and iodate can occur.

The results of these investigations arc shown in

Table 3.

The suspended loads used in thc experiments arc

several orders of magnitude greater than those found

normally in rivers and hcncc represent sorptivc effects

far greater than thosc anticipated at normal sediment

Table 4. Sorption of iodide

and iodate on to peat and

iron hydroxide
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• Ordance
Survey Iodide Iodate

River Grid Ref. Lithology 2 IThS 24 ID'S 2 hrs 24 hrs

Kcnnct
Middle Ditch
Chalgrove
Great I-laseley
Thame
Chaddesden
Lathkill
Upper Wye
Avon

2

3
4
5
6

SU5o663o
SU5o665o
SU63697o
SP6 3000 -

SU594987
SK384372
SK212656
SN8o5865
Sz154943

to
SZA55959

CHALK

CHALK

CHALK/CLAY

CLAY/SANDSTONE

CLAY

SANDSTONC

LIMESTONE

PEAT

CHALK/CLAY

0•0 8.6on 21

OD3'0 5'75'7
on64on0.0
onon144144
on 12ODOD

0020ODOD

OD241OD0•0

8 73438.227.8
ononono.o
c•oon ODOD

001'00'00'0

02ODODCPO

ODODODOD

0'003OD0•0

Fraction of 40 g I-1 of iodine sorbed (%)

Sediment load (mg I-')
System 10 10'0 100 1000 10000

Iodide and peat in
freshwater 002 o.16 1.62 14.69 70.46

Iodate and peat in
freshwater <0-2 <0'2 3'85 2050. 78.25

Iodate and ferric
hydroxide (adsorbed) 458 26.25 62.15 84'94 9475

Iodate and ferric
hydroxide (co-preci-
pitated) 5'58 34'50 7874 95'73 99'.21

loadings. Nevertheless, the results show that the
grcatcst uptake of iodide and iodate occur with peat.
Experiments with various suspended loads of peat
were carried out in order to determine iodide and
iodate sorption. Freundlich isotherms, when extra-
polated to average suspended loads (approximately
2 mg I-'), indicatc that less than o.1% of iodide and
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iodate are removed from solution at this loading.
Other experiments carried out with freshl  precipi-

tated iron hydroxide showed that iodate is s,rongly
sorbed whereas iodide is not sorbed. Iodate, therelbre,

should not be used Ihr dilution gauging of fresh waters,
whereas iodide is suitable provided that suspended
loads ore small.

Analogous studies, performed in the presence of
Idgh concentrations of salt, suggested that iodide and
iodate sorption could be important in controlling the
distribution of iodine in an estuary. Further work will
therefore be required before the use of iodide as a
tracer in an estuary can be vindicated. In the second
group of suidies, a method has been developed Rif
determining the major cations adsorbed on clays
present in a clay-carhonate assemblage. 'The method
is being refined thr die determination of exchangeable
cations on carbonate surfoces. It is anticipated that
field studies of the effects of cation exchange on water-
quolity, both in surface and ground-waters, will be
initiated slim*. In particular, the effect of saline
waters on the surface chemistry of clays and carbo-
nates m•illbe studied.

Figure 24. Aquifer com-

paction recorder. The

anchor weight al Ihe base

nf the borehole Ls repre-

sented in the layout by the

left hand steel weight

ho



Applied Hydrology

Assessment of resources

The Tehran basin

The objective of this study, carried out for Sir

Alexander Gibb and Partners is to look at the ground-

water development potential of the Tehran area.

It is essential that water supplies arc maintaincd until

the commissioning, early in the next decade, of a large

reservoir serving both agricultural needs and also

supplies to the city of Tehran itself Intensive demands

will therfore be made on the groundwater reserves of

the Tehran region in the next few years. Water quality

investigations have been carricd out in the field and

hydrological information collected during the con-

struction of water supply boreholes. Short field visits

have been made to study thc pattern of snowmelt

runoff and recharge into the aquifer and changes in

agricultural land use which might affect the evapora-

tion losses. Knowledge of the water balance of the

area is being brought up to date by incorporating into

a hydrological model all recent measurements of

mountain runoff, precipitation on the plain, outflow

from the city and watcr level changes measured in a

comprehensive network of observation wells. Proposals

for groundwater management will be tested on this

hydrological model.

When large amounts of groundwater are abstracted

from sediments con taining clay, compaction of the

dewatered aquifer can occur, causing subsidence of

the ground surface. A compaction recorder is to be

mounted close to abstraction Wells in Tehran to

monitor thus. possible effect. The Teeorder, shown in

Figure 24, measures the movement of the ground

surface relative to the upper end of a steel cable which

passes down a borehole to an anchor weight at the

base of the aquifer. A system of pulleys and a knife-
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edge suspension ensure that the tension in the cable
is constant, while the movement is recorded on a

vertical drum water-level recorder. The instrument
is based on a design used by the US Geological Survey,
but the detailed specification and working drawings
were developed front first principles at the Institute.

The instrument was subsequently constructed by an
outside contractor and then shipped to (Ifehran for
operation by the Tehran Regional Water Board.

Water resourcessurety of northern Oman

The study area, over 13 000 knit, can most simply be
described as those wadi basins which drain the Jabal
Akhdar and Jabal Nakhl. This massive limestone
anticline fornis a ntountain range 125 km long and
rises to 300o in. The moderate though unpredictable
rainfall on the Jabal (there are usually several storm
periods each year of about IOUmm) distinguishes the
region of northern Oman as one of the few areas of
the Arabian peninsula where settled agricuhure is

Figure 25. Flash.flood
approachingwadi gauging
station, northern Oman.
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possible. In the alluvial areas of the wadi channels,

the picdmont ancl the extensive plains to the nonh

and south of the mountains, traditional systems for

exploiting groundwater have ensured a masonably

reliable supply of water for irrigating datc gardens

and fodder crops. In the last decade thcrc has been

some development particularly along the coast of the

Gulf of Oman. Pump-sets have been established on

most of the hand-dug wells and modern boreholcs

have been drilled in an endeavour to increase the

supply of irrigation watcr. Cropping patterns arc

more stable but some new farms using modern techni-

ques arc being established.

The objectives of the study were to assess the

characteristics of the alluvial aquifers, to determine

the major sources of recharge to them and to make a

preliminary estimate of (heir long-term yield. In

addition wc were to examine thc potential for en-

hancing the rate of repleffishment of the aquifers by

reducing thc losses of fresh water to thc sea or to the

desert, and to assess the potential of the bedrock as an

aquifer.

Vcry little basic data existed at the start of the

study: some rainfall data were available from stations

at low altitude; runoff, which takes the form of flash

floods, had not been measured; and there were no

records of water level changes in the aquifers. The

method of study was heavily influenced by this lack

of basic data and much of the field work was directed

towards establishing instrument networks and col-

lecting primary data before any worthwhile analysis

could take place. IL was expected that in this varied

and difficult terrain accurate measurement Of ihe

variables would not bc easy and that a qualitative

understanding of the processes of runoff and recharge

would be needed to underpin thc quantitative analysis.

Three broad fields of investigation were established.

The first, a study of thc surface water hydrology was

concerned with collecting sufficient records of rain-

fall and wadi flows to determine thc proportion of

rainfall which is available for recharge and to use the

limited historic records to estimate long-term recharge

and hcncc potential aquifer yield. The second field

of investigation was concerned with the aquifer litho-
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logy and characteristics such as transmissivity and
storage coefficient with the aim of determining flow
through thc aquifers in relation to the water table
configuration. The third and final part of thc study
was concerned with the sources of water available to
the villages throughout the area. It was anticipated
that the balance between rcsourcc and use would bc
close and that abstractions for irrigation would play
a significant part in the water balance of the alluvial
areas.

In general terms wc were able to develop a model
of the rainfall/runoff/recharge process, which could
be supported by independent estimates of ground-
water flow, and which was consistent with the pattern
of water use for irrigation. This was particularly
gratifying since a prolonged drought persisted through
half the study period and water availability reached
its lowest level for many years. Fortunately 1975 was
a year of average rainfall and the model was based
on three short periods of storms.

Our studics indicated that recharge in wadi
channels and piedmont arcas at the mountain foot was
invariably more than recharge in thc alluvial plains
where sccondary geological processes such as precipi-
tation of carbonates had given rise to extensive de-
posits of cemented gravels possessing poor infiltration
characteristics and low transmissivitics.

The study was carried out in association with Sir
Alexander Gibb & Partners, Consulting Engineers.

Santa Elena peninsula

The Institute provided on secondment thc team
hydrologist for the saint Santa Elena Peninsula
Technical Assistance Projcct, which covered a poorly
developed, partly arid, arca of Coastal Ecuador.
Advice was given on the improvement of hydro-
meteorological stations within the area and on the
cxtcnsion of networks of raingauge and climatological
stations at a level required for the practical develop-
ment of agriculture and water resourccs.

Recommendations were also presented to the
Ecuadorian National Water Resources Institute
(Itstmlln)for improving thc coverage of agrometcoro-
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Figure 26. Inspection qf

exisUng Want gauging

site„Santa Elena, Ecuador

logical stations within the cropping zones of the

major irrigation projects, both in the coastal lowlands

and in the Andean Sierra at altitudes of 3o00 metres

and above.

The water supply of Guayaquil. the largest city and

main port of the country, is taken from the Rio Datde,

one of the two major tributaries of the Rio Guayas

which drains a large proportion of the coastal low-

lands of Ecuador. The pumping station where water

is abstracted at present is aboye the point of furthest

penetration of saline water from the Guayas Estuary,

but plans tbr increased abstraction have led to a joint

study by the Hydraulics Research Station, Walling-

ford, and the Guayaquil Municipal Water Board

(EMAnn) into salinity intrusion within the Estuary,

using modelling techniques already developed by

11RS in a study of the River Gambia in West Africa.

A search was made for all available flow data for the

ot her main Guayas tributary, the Rio Babahoyo,

which joins Rio Dank just upstream of Guayaquil;
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these records were analysed at the Institute in a

suitable form for the fixs salinity intrusion models.

Mauritius

Records at a number of sites in Mauritius were used in

a study of proposed hydroelectric development based

on alternative reservoirs (a study for Engineering and

Power Developments Consultants Ltd.). The records

were extendep by correlation bctwccn short-term

and long-term rainfall and runoff records, supported

by consideration of water balances computed from a

comparison of records at a number of sites in the area.

The investigation was complicated by the need to

allow for past and future extractions of watcr for

irrigation schemes.

Optimal exploitation of resources

River jacui, Brazil

The objective of the River Jacui project is to deter-

mine thc optimum operating rules for three barrages

on a 300 km stretch of river used for the transport of

the soya crop grown in the interior of the southern-

most part of Brazil, Rio Grande do Sul. The barrages

should be operated such that depth of water in the

river is maintained above thrcc metres—the draught

of thc vessels used—for as long as possible throughout

thc year; as a second objective, the frequency of

flooding is to be minimized. Each barrage has a

series of individually adjustable gates, thc most up-

stream barrage at Fandango having go gates each of

two metres width, thc barrage at And Dc Dom

Marco having four gates of approximately 20 metrei

widtb and that at Amaropolis having 84 gates of two

metres width. A navigation lock allows the passage

of vessels past each barrage.

Two approaches are being used to determine

operating rules for the barrages. The first is a trial

and error simulation study using a systematic sample

of mean daily flows drawn from a reconstructed

twenty-year record. A set of operating rules is assumed

for each barrage, and for each sampled day back-

water curves arc computed for each of the three
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critical reaches of the river to determine whether or
not water depths are everywhere grcatcr than three
metres. The ratio (number of days in the sample in
which water depth falls below three metres somewhere
in a reach)/(total number of days in the sample) is
then a measure of the efficiency of the operating rules
being tested; the operating rules are then varied until
the ratio is satisfactorily small. In thc sccond approach,
the shallow-water St Vcnant flow equations are solved
by the method of characteristics given (a) an input
hydrograph at the upstream end of a reach; (b) an
assumed power-law relation between the discharge
over the barrage at the downstream end and the
difference between the depth of water immediately
upstream of thc barrage, and the barrage hcight.
Depth of water is calculated at points along the
channel and at intervals of time; discharge over thc
barrage is also calculated, and is uscd as input data
to a similar calculation on thc ncxt rcach down-
stream. The computer. program for the solution of the
St Vcnant equations could be incorporated at a later
date as a subroutine in a dynamic programming
optimisation in which the objective function (to bc
maximised with respect to the three barrage settings,
each regarded as a function of time) is thc minimum .
of the three minimum depths, one from each reach.

River Dee real-time forecasting system

Under contract to the Water Research Centre, the
Institute of Hydrology has provided a real-time com-
puter model for short term flow forecasting on the
River Dee. Thc system demonstrates thc use ofweather
radar data as input to a hydrological model and the
potential benefit to thc operation of river regulation
schemes of real-time flow forecasts.

A large number of field outstations transmits river
level and rainfall information from all parts of the
catchmcnt to thc computer at half-hourly intervals.
The computer is also linked by land line to a weather
radar at Llandegla which provides cstimatcs of thc
half-hourly subeatchment rainfalls, as well as dis-
playing at thc Bala control centre on a colour TV
monitor thc latest picture of rainfall distribution. The
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model then uses this information, together with the
current rainfall forecast, to producc a 24-hour pre-
diction of flow from the smaller subcatchments of the
Dee. A simple rainfall-runoff model (McKerchar,
1976) is employed; it makes the basic assumption of
a unique relationship between catchment storage and
outflow.

Using the variable parameter diffusion method
(Lowing, Price & Harvey, 1975) developed at thc
Hydraulics Research Station, the forecast sub-
catchment flows are thcn routcd down thc main
channel to Corwen and Manley Hall (see Figure 27).
A second model is then used to produce two-day
forecasts for the Farndon-Eccleston reach in the
Lower Dec where abstractions are made for water
supply purposes.

The project is now cntcring a second phase, in
which the sensitivity of the forecast to different aspects
of the systcm will be investigated.

Figurc 27. Map of River
Dee calclunent
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Estimation of flood and drought frequencies

Predicting theflood responseof a catchment

Much of this project is concerned with follow-up -
activities connected with the Flood Studies Report,
published last year. Contributions to conferences,
teach-ins, lectures, and the giving of advice to users
have all taken up much time but have also helped to
focus attention on those particular aspects of the
Report's recommendations which are most in need
of further study.

A case in point is an extension of the unit hydro-
graph/losses section of the Report. This work had two
main aspects, the prediction of runoff volume and the
prediction of the timing of runoff using the unit
hydrograph. The main aim is to improve the con-
fidence limits associated with these predictions. This
requires the collection and collation of further data to
sample from a wider range of catchment types, and
further screening of event &la used previously. The
second task is necessary to raise the general level of
data quality and is complemented by the addition of
recent event data (ie post 1969) to replace rejected
material.

Predictions may also be improved by using new
independent variables in the regression equations.
In this conlext, an extensive investigation into various
indices of average catchment slope is under way.
Also, the nature of the soil index proposed in the
Report is being re-examined in the light of more de-
tailed information and with the benefit of feedback
from the catchment data already analysed.

Within-catchment variation of unit hydrograph
parameters could not be explained by any event
variables used in the earlier work. Some of the data
appeared to support the classical criticism of the unit
hydrograph—a linear model is a poor representation
of a non-lincar system—and some clearly reflected
data inadequacy. The uncertainty prompted the
conservative recommendation to reduce unit hydro-
graph time-to-peak by a third when designing against
extreme floods. This recommendation may not always
be appropriatc however, and studies are in hand ,to
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refine it, again with the bcncfit of better quality data.

Statistical modelsfor the distribution offlood flows

Small return period floods

In economic tcrms, it is oftcn the most frequent floods
that are most important. Thcy have bccn estimated
using a theoretical relationship between the peak
over threshold and annual maximum flood series.
As shown in Table 5 below .this leads to an under-
estimate of tlm flood. These results arc for eastern and
southern England and an explanatory paper is being
prepared to show morc general results.

Table 5.

Flood recurrence per ycar 5 2 0 .5

Equivalent annual maximum return
period (years)

according to flood records t .06 1.36 1.90 2 89

according to theory rot •16 1.58 2 .54

Seasonal flooding

Agriculturalists arc interested in flood frequencies
considered separately for both thc growing and dor-
mant seasons. Early indications are that the seasonal
incidence varies little in different parts of the country
although an arca in east Scotland shows an interesting
divergence from the national pattern. Thc influence
of urban development on augmenting summer flood-
ing is also being studied.

Flooding duc to two or more causes

Bivariate extreme value distributions are being used
to solve the 'twin hazard' problem. This arises when a
line of communication can be cut by two rivers, or
where land can be flooded by both tidal and fluvial
influences.



Flood survey problems

To suit the special requirements of thc extensive land
drainage surveys that Wa ter Authorities arc producing,
standard calculation shccts are bcing prepared and
short-cut procedures have been developed to estimate
floods at many points within a basin. Preliminary
guidelines to allow for the effect of urbanization have
also been prepared.

Follow up studies to United Kingdom Flood Studies

Techniques for regionalising mean annual flood
values from catchment characteristics and pooling
flood frequency curves are being updated with more
recent information from the data which is now held
by the Watcr Data Unit. Special attention is being
given to the behaviour of catchments less than to km2
in arca.

Shon-term consultancyprojects

A number of relatively short term investigations in-
volving the techniques and expertise developed for
and reported in the Flood Studies Report has been
applied to several sites in the United Kingdom and
overseas.

Estimates were made of the magnitude and fre-
quency of flooding at drainage crossings for a road
dcsign in north-eastern Botswana. The instantaneous
peak flows were extracted from the gauging station
rccords, a relationship between mean annual flood
and catchment characteristics derived, and a regional
flood frequency curve then built up to relate the

:design flood to the mean annual flood. A somewhat
similar study of flood frequency relationships was
carried out for three oilfield areas in southern Iran.
This work was then supplemented by field reconnais-
sance to deduce the physical sources of recent flooding
and thus provide a basis for flood control.

Projects for clients in this country have tended to
be one of three typcs: flood studies for the reappraisal
of existing reservoir dam spillways; dcsign flood esti-
mates as a step in the design of new reservoirs, and
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river basin flood studies. Reappraisals of existing

reservoirs were performed on thc Howden/Derwent/

Ladybower system of the Severn-Trent Watcr

Authority and on a small reservoir in north Wales

owned by the Welsh National Water Authority. In

both cascs the estimated maximum flood was com-

puted to check thc existing spillway capacity.

Detailed flood frequency studics, up to and in-

cluding the estimated maximum flood, arc often

required for reservoir design. Accordingly, we assisted

in this way for the proposed Ardingly reservoir in

Sussex for Um Southern Water Authority and work is

currently in progress for thc South-west Water

Authority on a proposed flood storagc reservoir on

the River Lowman, upstream of Tiverton.

The Flood Studies Report techniques have twice

been applied to river basins as a means of providing

the hydrological input to a mathematical flood-

routing model developed by the Hydraulics Research

Station. Such hydrological input is required for

model calibration and also for producing design

hydrographs necessary for the design of any capital

works proposed. One example, the River Rhymney

in South Wales, is cited in the Flood Studies Report.

The other case studied was the Lagan basin in

Northern Ireland where flood estimates arc needed

for the dcsign of both agricultural and urban flood

alleviation schemes.

A different type of river basin project was the

Institute's contribution to a study of the flood hydro-

logy of the lower River Avon near Bristol, part of a

project undertaken by Sir Alexander Gibb and

Partners for Bristol Corporation. The question posed

was what effect would the construction of a barrage

on the tidal part of the river have upon the likelihood

of flooding further upstream. The basin provides an

interesting problem because a major part of thc large

conurbation of Bristol is situated at the lower cnd.

The basin was divided into fivc subcatchments, and

flood frequency relationships determined for each of

them using the pooled regional approach. Thc dis-

charge hydrographs for these catchments in response

to two notable storms wcrc also determined using the

unit hydrograph technique.
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Regionallowflow characteristics

Formulae are being developed to relate magnitude,

frequency and duration of low river flows to catch-

ment characteristics. The data assessment phase of

the project is now complete-75o gauging stations

have been identified as being suitable for low flow

analysis. Most of the data comes from the Water Data

Unit although some records have been supplied from

gauging authorities directly to complete an archive

of 7000 station years of mean daily and monthly

flows.

Programs have been written to extract parameters

of the flow duration curve, storage-yield relationships,

annual minimum series and recession constants from

the flow data. A preliminary analysis of thc results

shows a close relationship between some low flow

measures commonly used in watcr rcsourccs design.

For example, Figure 28 shows the relationship be-

tween the 95 percentile on the flow duration curve and

the mean annual one day minima (both expressed as

the percentage of the mean annual flow) for 3o

catchments. Inter-relationships of this type should

•

0 10 20 30 40
Percent of mean flow

95 Percentile-1day flow duration curve

•

do
Figure 28. Relationship
betweenmeanannual
minimaandpercentilefrom
_flowdurationcurve
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lead to one flow index being derived from catchment
and climate characteristics; other indiccs can thcn
be derived directly from this.

Recession constants derived from catchments of a .
single geological type are being used in the develop-
ment of a 'geology index', onc of thc, catchrnent
variables to bc uscd in regressions equations. The
influence of drift deposits is being studicd by compar-
ing drift covered with drift-free catchments having
similar solid geology.
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Instrumentation

Data lagging and telemetry

The development of a reliable, field logging system,
using the Microdata equipment described in previous
reports, has allowed the Institute, to install a large
nctwork of remote recording stations. The variables
monitored in this way range from thosc of climate and
evaporation, through river level to a number of
special applications such as intcrccption studies and
urban catchment measurements.

The logger records its data, in digital form to 8 bit
accuracy, on the familiar small cassettes of modern
cassette recorders. It is battery powered and will
operate for up to a month depending on thc frequency
of recording, the type of tape used (06o, Cgo) and
the number of variables sampled; it can accept up
to 12 inputs. Where necessary an interface unit with
suitable conditioning circuits is used to match the
scnsors to the logger.

The various applications of the system can be best
described by considering types of stations. The auto-
matic weather station (Aws) is now a familiar tool of
the Institute's work. It monitors solar and net radia-
tion, wind run and dircction, air temperature and
wet bulb depression and rainfall. There are stations
in operation at Plynlimon (some over the forest
canopy, see Figure 29), at Coal Burn, Thetford (also
over the canopy) and at Grendon Undcrwood. There
is also a nctwork of stations for non-Ili users such as
Institute of Terrestrial Ecology, Nature Conservancy,
universities, Institute of Geological Sciences and Watcr
Authorities. Overseas, there are stations in South
Georgia, Kenya and in the Ycmcn. Operation of
such equipment overseas however is to be undertaken
only guardedly, sincc thcir complexity may not be in
keeping with developing countries' best interests or
capabilities.
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During 1975 considerable effort was applied in

writing a range of new computer programs for AWS.

These quality-control the data which is Ihen stored on

7-track tape and disc for easy access.

Oyer die last few years the logistics of aws use have

been a matter of greater concern than technical

matters of hardware. Hardware developimmt is com-

plete, but accumulated experience shows how im-

portant people are, even in `automatic' systems.

Maintenance, operation and processing, and the

communication between operators handling these

functions are vital to the reliable return of data.

H arthsare developments continue, nevertheless,

and currently an xigs is being modified for test on the

summit of (:airngorm in N.E. Scotland, see Figure 30.

The aim of this exercise is to extend the range of the

equipment to include harsher and more difficult

climates.
Automatic weather stations represent the main use

of data logging equipment but during the last year

many of the Institute's stream gauging sites were

Figure 29. Automatic

weather stalica Mounted

over forest., Plyalimon
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equipped with a leve] '1ellsor. as shown in Figure 31,

developed at the I nst] tuft, coupled to a data logger.

"Ille sensor is 1)ased on a potentiometer s) Mein which

can accommodine almost ally range of kvel change

and discriminate the changes down to i mm. The

advantage of this .system is thai it produces a digitised

record, unlike rhe eonven tit mal chart loycl recorders,

and that the record can he replayed on the same

reader that handles the Aws cassettes. Development

ol this equipment is complete.

A sensor recently devell)ped for use with the logger

101' urban catchment measturments uses a 'Dipper',

Figure 3o. Erec/ing auto-
malic Eccathcrslalion on

Cahligorm
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a piece of American equipment, modified at the

Institute to give a signal output indistinguishable

from the level senstn. above. This device senses water

level in a sewer pipe by lowerMg a probe until it

touches the water. It then withdraws a few min For a

few seconds and then feels for the leUtcr surface again.

This process continues. In this way [Ina( and stilling

well are unnecessary and fast, turbulein, water can he

monitored. Under development for other urban work,

and to be installed at 11 sites, is another sensor for

use with the Micmdata logger. This monitors the

water flowing through gullies by passing the water

through a square sectioned pipe in which tl tere is a

pivoting flap. The latter activates a potentiometer

which gives an output related to flap angle, which is

related to flow rate.

The Nlicrodata logging system is also 'icing used to

record albedo, soil heat flux, soil temperature, stem

Ilow, leaf wetness, throughl'all and other specialised

variables. A further development of the logger—

in fact a simplification of it -is the Event Recorder

Figure 31. feizR I

sensor
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As its name indicates this docs not record analogue
signals such as those of an Aws.but events, such as thc
tip of a raingauge bucket, or thc rotation of a shaft.
Somc 20 sites arc now instrumented with these re-
corders linked to `Rimco' raingauges; they arc bcing
used for an intensive study of the effects of slope,
altitude and aspcct on rainfall. The recorder's
cassettes have the advantage that they too can be
rcad on the same common reader as is uscd for Aws,
water level, etc.

A development of the logging system is a unit which
can bc plugged into an Aws or level station, allowing
it to telemeter its data. This unit storcs the most
recent 256 words recorded by thc logger. It employs
a solid state storc and in no way affects the logger's
cassette record. This store can be interrogated over a
telephone link via a cro modem and the received
data, transmitted in mon codc, arc listed on teletype.
Thc equipment has reached a stage of development
where thc GPO has approved the design; the prototype
has been tested at the Institute over the internal
telephone network and also tested from —30°C to
+5ot. The installation of a modcm at thc Plyn-

limon office is complete and Aws data arc now regu-
larly received at Wallingford. These data are processed
by a microprocessor to give listings of the seven
variables.

New methods in logging

The Microdata logging system is expected to bc a
viable system for about io years; during this period
it will be necessary to develop its successor. A speci-
fication has now been writtcn for this, based on the
way it seems technology will develop in the ncxt few
years. Since the ncw system will replace the old, there
is merit in there being some compatibility, where
practical, between the two. The way in which the
new will differ most markedly from the old is in its
ability to use solid state stores as well as, and perhaps
eventually in place of, magnctic tape, as the recording
medium. At present such stores arc of relatively low
capacity, but they arc already big enough to be of use
and thcy are expected to improve. Telemetry will also
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be a more integral feature of thc new system, madc

practical through the case with which solid state

stores can be interrogated remotely, unlike magnetic

tape records.

Design and development of systcms using solid

state logging have begun at thc Institute. The first

used a shift register to record daily rain totals for a

period of 32 days. It has now been superseded by a

system using RAMS (random access memories). Unlike

the formcr this can be interrogated on s'ite, using a•

portable display unit, and its contents displayed for

any onc day in any order; further the contents of thc

store are not lost by thc action of interrogation.

Development is at present centred around enabling

thc RAM to be returned to base, connected to a Micro-

processor and its contents listed on a teletype in real

units—an obvious advantage to a uscr lacking a

computer.

The third instrument, just on the point of field test,

uses RAMS in a multi-input system. This monitors solar

and net radiation, wet bulb depression, air tempera-

ture, wind run and rainfall. Eight days of three-

hourly means and totals can be stored, the means

being obtained digitally in an interface unit prior to

storage.

Pressure transducer teniiorneters

Manually-read tensiometers with mcrcury mano-

meters or Bourdon-type gauges as pressure indicators

have been in usc for many years. For certain applica-

tions they have many disadvantages: they are

unsuitable for automatic registration of data, they can-

not bc uscd for measurements below about 3 rn deptfi

without digging large and costly pits and thcy react

rather slowly, which precludes thcir use for observing

events happening on timc scales of less than a few

hours.

Pressure transduccrs, with low volume displace-

ment for a given pressure change, are now available

as moderately priced, accurate and reliable units of

small size and low power consumption and can over-

come most of the problems detailed above. Several

different designs of tensiometer using pressure trans-
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Figure 32. Diagram of

prototype purgeable record-

ing tensiometershowing

) Porous ceramic cup;

Purging tube—inlet;

Purging lube—outlet;

One-way valve on

outlet ; (5) Remotely-

operatedvalve on inlet; ,

(6) Pressure transducer •

+5 psi to — 15 pi; (7)

Transducer socketcon-,

nection: can be read auto-

matically or manually with

911powersupply and volt-

meter; (8) i inch OD

stainless steel casetailored

to required installation

depthfrom a minimum of

35 cm overall to 2 rn or

more
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ducers are cited in the literature but none have

appeared so far which allow in situ purging of the

units. In many field situations, particulady within

thc topmost metre of soil, frequent purging is neces-

sary.

Such a fast-response, purgeable rccording tensio-

meter has bccn under trial for two years but not

without a measure of both mechanical and electrical

problems. However, thc results obtained demoostrate

thc potential value of the instrument and a ncw design

was prepared and built incorporating a more robust

transducer. Thc production prototype of this new

design (see Figure 32) has proved stable and reliable

under test conditions and is now undergoing field

trials.

For situations when tensions remain lower than

about 400 cm water or for use over short time periods,

a cheaper alternative is to use simple non-purgeable

transduccr tensiometers. Accordingly, a non-purge-

able design has been produced and a sct of ten of

these tensiometers installed for a trial period. A further

instrument has been installed at 7 m below ground

level in a 12 cm borehole in the chalk at Feltwell

(scc page 44) using a specially designed scrcw

operated scissor jack to press the porous pot horizont-

ally against the unlined borehole wall. First results

are very promising and two more devices are bcing

made to monitor tcnsion gradients close to thc water

table.

Thc output from any of these tensiometers can be

measured directly with a portable DVM or can bc

recorded on a standard Microdata logger fitted with

appropriate interface units giving a resolution of

+2.3 cm water tension over the whole working range

(o to cm).

The autoprobe

This is an automated soil moisture mcasuring system.

A modified neutron probe is moved automatically

up and down an accesS tube, stopping at pre-sct

depths to measure and record the moisture content

of the soil. The probe is moved by compressed air and

thc data are stored on a modified Microilata logger.
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Several advances have been made over the year,
notably in two arcas. Thc control system has been
further developed to increase the accuracy in posi-
tioning the probc; its position can be repeated to
+1 cm without any subsequent drifting. Thc new
control systcm is also morc compact and has a rcduccd
power requirement. The probe's pulses are trans-
mitted to the surface by an infra-red optical link,
considerably improved to reduce the dead time. The
pulses arc only about 1 microsccond; comparcd with
the first prototype with a pulse width after trans-
mission over thc optical link of thc order of 30-40
.t sec, in the later versions this has been reduced to
3-4 i scc.
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Computer Services

Computer installations

The Univac lio8 has now been in use for 2 years and

undertakes all the Institute's data processing. It is at

present manned during office hours only, but is left

running at other times whcn it can be accessed by

terminal users. Total usagc is over 30 hours per week,

of which approximately a quarter is used by other

NERC institutcs, principally the Experimental Carto-

graphy Unit, the Institute of Geological Sciences and

the Institute for Marine Environmental Rcscarch.

Over I too runs are processed each week, of which

half are submitted from demand terminals. The batch

runs, however, account for three-quarters of the

computing timc used.
A terminal has been installed in the Institute's

Plynlimon office, connected to Wallingford by a

leased telephone line which can be used for speech or

data communications. ECU and ics have installed

at their offices in South Kensington terminal

concentrators which thcy use to submit work over

a common leased line to thc computcr.
The experiment of unmanned running, started in

February, has proved very successful; it has provided

terminal users access to the computer whcn it is

lightly loaded thus giving rapid response. In addition

it has been possible to clear much of the batch work

left at thc end of each day and to run certain large

'number-crunching' jobs overnight, providing a fast

turn-round for these jobs without affecting other uscrs.
Software is being developed to connect the Univac

to the SRC/NERC network based on the Atlas Labora-

tory, Chilton. Whcn this network is complete, NERC

institutes will be able to submit work to the Univac

at Wallingford or to the ict igo6A and lam 360/195

computers at Chilton, depending upon the require-

ments of their job.
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Several software packages have been mounted on
the Univac. These include routines for graph-
plotting and display terminals, contouring programs
and programs for statistical analysis. Applications
work is currently centred on developing the CAPTAIN

package. This will be an interactive package con-
cerned with the modelling of discrete-time, single
input-singlc output systems (eg, rainfall-runoff sys-
tems), and will have extensive graphics facilities.

Thc DMS- I too data base management system is
being installed to handle the data collected from
experimental catchments. This should provide a
simple way of associating experimental measurements
with thc instrument site and the catchment where
they were made. This management system will also
be used by ecu.

The PDP8 computer is now uscd mainly for trans-
lating cassettes from automatic weather stations and
othcr data loggers. A second ime8 is being purchased
to provide extra capacity to handle the large number
of cassettes now being uscd. Thc eort8 system also
provides additional input-output facilities; its paper
tape reader provides a further input channel to thc
Univac, whilst its lineprinter can be used to offload
output or as a backup.

A fast Calcomp 936 plotter is installed. It is heavily
used for plotting hydrographs, contour maps and
borehole logs. In addition, plotting services have been
provided to SRC laboratories.

DaM processingprograms

The ever-increasing amount of data being collected
on the Institute's magnetic tape logging system calls
for sophisticated data handling techniques if the in-
formation is to be readily available for analysis.
Methods are bcing developed by which the logged
data are scanned by the computer to detect timing
and scnsor errors ('quality con(roP) ; these, if found,
are corrected either manually or, in some simple cases,
by the computer, before the clear data are assembled
in an easily-accessible data store and arc uscd to
calculate the quantities required for water balance
calculation and modelling. The data are labelled with
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quality codes and any gaps are bridged wherever
possible to produce hourly and longer period averages
and totals. The Penrnan-Monteith equation is now
used to give hourly and longer period totals of
evaporation for various surfaces. Quality control and
calculation procedures have also been developed to
dcal with other logged data, as for example, from
level recorders.
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temperature. British Ecological Soc. Symp.—Light as

an Ecological Factor.
Data are presented which suggcst that aerodynamic
mixing in a forest plantation is sufficient to ensure
that the difference between thc average temperature
of its exposed surfaces and air temperature is small
compared to the diurnal temperature range:

Shuttleworth, W.J. 1976A. Experimental evidence
for the failure of thc Penman/Monteith equation
in partially wct conditions. Boundary Layer Met., to,

91-94.
An account of recent experimental evidence which
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suggests the inapplicability of a simple planar model
(of the Penman-Monteith type) as a theoretical

description of evaporation from a partially wct
canopy.

Shuttleworth, W. J. 1976B. A one dimensional
theoretical description of the vegetation-atmos-
phere interaction. Boundary Layer Met. (In press.)

Smith, F.B., Carson, D.J. and Oliver, H.R. 1972.
Mean wind-direction shear through a forest
canopy. Boundary Layer Mel., 3, 178-190.

The equations of motion applying to the wind field
in a forcst canopy arc simplified to a balance between
the shearing stress gradient and cithcr the form-drag
of thc leaves in thc upper dcnsc canopy, or thc over-
all horizontal pressure gradient in the more open
space beneath. The equations imply that, in dcsccnd-
ing through the forest, the stress and wind vectors
turn through an angle which depends on the forest
characteristics and on the stability and the speed of

the airflow above the forcst.

Stewart, J.B. 197i. The albedo of a pinc forest..
Quart. J.R. Met. Sot., 97, 561-564.

The albedo of a pine forest was measured for a total
of 243 hours during thc summer of 1970 by pairs of
Kipp solarimeters whose output was recorded by a
computer controlled data acquisition system.

Stewart, J.13. and Thom, A.S. 1973. Energy budgets
in pine forest. Quart. Y.R. Met. Sot., go, 154-170.

Hourly energy budgets measured in Thetford Forest
are analysed for seven fine days in months from May
to September.

Stewart, J.B. 1976A. Evaporation from thc wct
canopy of a pinc forest. (In press.)

Stewart, 1.13. 197613. Effect of rain and dew deposi-



tion on measurements of net radiation. (In press.)

Stewart, pl. and Oliver, S.A. 1970. Evaporation

studies at Thetford, Norfolk. r3th Aberystwyth
Symposium—Forest Meteorology.

This paper describes the preliminary results from the
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Institute's Thetford project, designed to compare thc
rates of evaporation of intercepted water and trans-
spiration under various meteorological conditions.

SutclilTe, J.V. 1975. Choice of estimation techniques,
ICE, Flood Studies Coq:, London, 1973, 67-69.

Two main approaches to methods of flood estimation
are described briefly. The choice in different circum-
stances of methods of estimation is discussed, with
reference to thc examples given in the Flood Studies
Report.

Thom, A.S. and Oliver, I-1.R. 1976. On Penman's
equation for cstimating regional evaporation.
(In press.)

Thorn, A.S., Stewart, J.B., Oliver, 1-1.R. and Gash,
J.FI.C. 1975. Comparison of aerodynamic and
energy budget estimates of fluxes over a pine forest.
Q_uart.J.R. Met. Soc., 101, 93-105.

Values of the total vertical flux of sensible and latent
heat over a level forested region, obtaincd from aero-
dynamic formulae appropriate to airflow over
relatively smooth surfaces, are found to fall con-
sistently short of independent energy-balance esti-
mates.

Truesdale, V.W. 1975. 'Reactive' and 'unreactive'
iodine in seawater—a possible indication of an
organically bound iodine fraction. Marine Chem., 3,

111-119.

An iodine componcnt in seawater, which is cun-
reactive' to the total inorganic method described by
Truesdale and Spencer (1974), has been discovered.
Thc component is measured as the increase in
'reactive' iodine that accompanies irradiation of sea-
water with high-intensity UV light. As some known
organic-iodine compounds behave in a similar
manner to UV radiation, it is suggested that the
'unreactive' iodine is organically-bound iodine.

Truesdale, V.W. and Smith, C. J. 1975. Thc forma-
tion of molybdosilicic acids from mixed solutions of
molybdate and silicate. Analyst, 1 oo, 203-212.

A fundamental re-appraisal of the conditions leading
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to the formation of a- and 13-molybdosilicicacids has
been made and the rate of formation of cach com-
pound at various known pH and molybdate con-
centrations is discussed. A number of hithcrto un-
explained complications reported by other workers
are now resolved.

Truesdale, V.W. and Smith, C.J. 1975. The spectro-
photometric characteristics of aqueous solutions of
a and pmolybdosilicie acids. Analyst, zoo, 797-805.

The spectrophotometric properties of a- and 8-molyb-
dosilicie acids have been studied under various con-
ditions from which it appears that thc molybdosilicie
acids form charge-transfer or other complexes with
molybdate species in solution. The implications of
these findings, which conflict with the results obtained
by most previous workers, arc discussed.

Truesdale, V.W. and Smith, P.J. 1975. The auto-
matic determination of iodide or iodate in
solution by catalytic spectrophotometry, with
particular reference to river water. Analyst, soo,
111-123.

A catalytic, procedure using a Technicon Auto-
Analyzer (I) for determining iodidc or iodate
added to river water during dilution gauging is
described. The shape of thc most appropriate cali-
bration graph is considered, together with thc effects
of changes in temperature, reaction period and
spectrophotometric variables.

Trucsdale, V.W. and Chapman, P. 1976. Optimi-



sation of a catalytic procedure. for thc dctcrmina-



tion of total iodine in seawater. Marine Client.4, 29.
A precise method for thc determination of total iodinc
in seawater is described, together with ways in which
the procedure can be varied to suit other applications.

Truesdale,V.W. and Smith, C. J.1976. The automatic
determination of silicate dissolved in natural fresh
watcr by means of procedures involving thc use of
either a or 8-molybdosilicic acid. Analyst, la r,

19-31.
Thc practical application of Truesdale and Smith's
(1975) fundamental re-appraisal of the conditions
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that lead to the formation of a- and p-molybdosilicic
acid in aqueous solution is described. Tests of the
prccision of the two procedures proposed were carried
out on samples of natural water from upla'nd Wales.
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Institute of Hydrology

J.S.G. McCulloch PhD Direaor

Assisted by R.T. Clarke MA

Analytical hydrology

R.T.Clarke MA Rahtfall-runoff modelling; synthetic

kydrology •

J.R.Blackie MSc Rabgrall-runof modelling; water

balance studies
K.A.Edwards PhD Water balance studies

A.N.Mandeville PhD Raiufall-runof modelling

K.Blyth DipGeog Remotesensing techniques

C.W.O.Eeles Water balance studies

R. J.Gurney PhD Instrument network design; spatial
. variation

R. "Moore MSc Synthetic kydrology; recursivestream-
fiow forecasting

Miss E.M.Morris PhD Raittfall-runoff modelling

G.Roberts PhD Movement of solutes; kydrological data

processing
Mrs J.Godfrey BSc Raittfall-runof modelling
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Assistant, kydrological data processing

Mrs A.Matthews Assistant, hydrological data processing

Mrs E.A.Snow Assistant, kydrological data processing

G:O.Tame Assistant, kydrological data processing
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J.B.Stewart 135c (Seconded from thc Meteorological

Office) Meteorological research
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W. J.Shuttleworth PhD Meteorological research,
theoreticalinterpretation

C. J.Moore PhD Eddy correlationtechniques
E.R.Oliver PhD Applied meteorologicalresearch

J.H.C.Gash MSc interception studies
D.D.McNcil BSc Instrument development
C.R.Lloyd Scientificprogrammer
N.F.Cowc11 Site foreman, Thetford

Groundwater

A.G.P.Debncy BSc Hydrogeology; groundwater resources
V.W.Trucsdalc PhD Hydrochemistry
K.Gilrnan MA Shallow groundwater movement;

dilution gauging
S.F.Pond BSc Hydrogeology (Oman study)
D.S.Biggin Assistant (Oman study)
R.B.Bradford Hydrogeologist (Botswana and Tehran

studies)
C. "Smith LRIC Hydrochemistry
C.Ncal PhD Hydrochemistry
P. J.Srnith MSc Chemical and groundwater modelling;

dilution gauging
G.Stangcr Assistant (Oman study)
Miss S.H.White Assistant

Soil plysics

J.P.Bell BSc Soilynoisture measurement; soil properties
I.R.Caldcr PhD Experimental soilphysical process

modelling
J.D.Cooper BSc Unsaturated soil waterflux studies
J.M.Roberts PhD Physiological controlsof evaporation
S.A.I3oyle Assistant
M.G.Hodnett BSc Soil waterfluxes and crop water use
Mrs.C.F.Pymar BSc Plysiological controlsof evaporation
R. J.Raynor Assistant
P.T.W.Rosicr Assistant

Applied hydrology

J.V.Sutclifie PhD Co-ordinator,commissionedand
repaymentcontracts

M.A.Beran BSc Lowflow studies
M. J.Lowing MSc Flood estimation techniques
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D.T.Plinston PhD Water resourcesstudies

1-1.M.Gunston BSc Agricultural lydrology

F.A.K.Farquharson MSc Variation in catchmentresponse

A.Gustard BA Low flow studies

R.A.H arvcy BE Dee project

C.H.R.Kidd PhD Urban kydrology

P.P.Lynn MSc Statistical modelsoffload flows

D.S.Curry MSc Low flow studies

M. J.Nozdryn-Plotnicki BSc Statistical modelsofilood

flows

J.C.Packman MSc Urban lydrology

B.S.Piper MSc Water resourcesstudies

Miss S.M.Shcppard BA Urban kydrology

J.R.Wood MSc Variation in catchmentresponse

Mrs H.M.E.Brimacombc Assistant

Mrs J.F. French Assistant

I.W .Makin Assistant

Mrs P.B.Moore Assistant

Computer services

J.B.Miller PhD Computer manager

R.F.Templeman PhD Systemsmanager; automatic

weather station programming

B.L.Shaw MBCS Deputy computermanager

B.Day PhD Programmer
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Instruments
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M.H.Rawlings Maintenance engineer

Mrs M.Turner Developmentengineer (digital)

P.D.R.Andrews Workshop manager

W.S.Insell Instrument craftsman

M.E.Walker Automatic weather station technician

R.C.Wyatt Mechanical design engineer

G.L.Miles Instrument craftsman

M.R.Stroud Automatic weather station technician

Permanent staff at Plynlimon

J.D.G.Srnart BA Cathment manager

M.D.Newson PhD Surface and stream channel

characteristics

Mrs A.J.Newson BSc Flume calibration; spatial

variability in rainfall

A. J.I3ucknell Network operation; transport manager

J.G.Harrison BSc Peat hydrology

J.A.Hudson BSc Solute transport ; snow measurement

1.R.Wright BSc Interception studies

P. J.Hill Lysimeter studies
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Mrs C.Kirby BSc Information officer

Miss S.B.Neal BA Librarian

Mrs P. J.Kisby Assistant editor, IAHS Bulletin
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M.T.H.Key MInstMC Site engineer
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Mrs 0.M.Andrews Assistant, personneladministration

F.W.Frcernan Registry

Mrs 1/Lake Assistant to accountsofficer

Mrs J.E.Willson Assistant to accountsofficer

Mrs M.G.Charman Assistant, personneladministration

Mrs S.E.Yaxley Director's secretary

Mrs M.E.Hebbert Audio typist
Mrs J.V.Patching Audio typist
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A.H.Thomas BEM Transport officer
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Programme of Research 1976
List of ongoing projects
as at i April 1976

C = commissioned Fesearch
PC = part commissioned

R = repayment work

Research area I—

hydrological systems

PC Lumped conceptual models of catchment behaviour
PC Distributed models of catchmcnt behaviour

Time series analysis of multivariablc hydrological
systems

Network design and spatial variation of hydrological
variables

Research area II—

hydrological processes

L Development, testing and use of evaporation detection
apparatus

Physical controls of evaporation
Biological controls of evaporation

C Interception studies
Fog drip

C Soil moisture fluxes in the unsaturated zone
Soil physical controls of runoff from first-order basins
Tritium studies
Storm runoff through natural pipes
Shallow groundwater in flood plain deposits

C Urban hydrology
Studies of surface and stream channel characteristics
Runoff from impervious surfaccs
Application of dilution gauging to strcam runoff

studies
Trace clement chemistry of natural watcrs
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Research area Ill—
applied hydrology

R Water resources of Tchran basin
R Pilot study, catchment experiment in Kenya
R Surface watcr potential, Botswana
R Short-term advisory studies
R River Dee real-time forecasting system
C Variation in catchment response
C Regional low flow characteristics
C Statistical modelsfor the distribution of flood flows

Service activities

Lysimeter studies
Development of standard neutron probe and

autoprobe
Development of automatic soil station and

tensiometers
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FLOODSTUDIESREPORT
IN FIVE VOLUMES

published by:

Natural Environment Research Council

1975

The Flood Studies Report provides a variety of
methods by which the magnitude and fre-
quency of floods may be estimated, either at a
site with flow records or at an ungauged site,
and discusses the circumstances in which
a particular method of estimation is suitable.

The investigations and analysis on which the
recommendations are based are described, and
sufficient statistical and hydrological theory is
presented to provide a comprehensive guide to
the hydrological, meteorological, and hydraulic
aspects of flood estimation.

The Report is available at a price of £40 for the
complete set of five volumes in a slip case, in-
cluding packing and postage within the
British Isles. (Equivalent rates are £43 for
Europe and £45 for the rest of the world.) An
additional set of unfolded maps, for Drawing
Office use, will be supplied at a cost of £10.

For those concerned with rainfall estimates but
not with river flows, Volume II (Meteorological
Studies) and related maps is available separ-
ately at a cost of £15. Orders, including
remittance, should be sent to the Director,
Institute of Hydrology, Maclean Building,
Crowmarsh Gifford, Wallingford, Oxon OX10
8BB. Cheques should be made payable to the
Natural Environment Research Council.
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Wallingford
4111Didcot

Hydraulics Research Station

Institute of
Hydrology

4
Henley

traffic lights & London,.• A423
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From London

By road

Leave by Cromwell Road, M4 and A423 through
Henley towards Oxford to Crowmarsh Gifford.
Entrance to the Institute is 200 yards on the left
from traffic lights on A423.

By rail

From Paddington to Cholscy and Moulsford (approx
75 minutes) or Dideot (approx i hour) then by bus or
taxi to thc Institute.


